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Abstract

This critical analysis focuses on my investigations over the past almost 24 years into what I term the ‘Satanic ritual abuse myth’ – or ‘Satanic panic’ – the controversy over recovered versus false memories, and, more recently, the validity of the diagnosis of multiple personality disorder (MPD), now known as dissociative identity disorder (DID). This reflective analysis, written for the PhD by prior publication, explores how my journalism has made an original and significant contribution to knowledge in my own field, investigative journalism, and how it relates to – and has contributed to - the literature in several academic disciplines – the psychology of false memories, the anomalistic psychology of weird beliefs, and the sociology of moral panics. I was one of the first researchers internationally to conclude there was no physical, forensic evidence that Satanic abuse existed. My ‘Making of a Satanic Myth’ feature, published in the Independent on Sunday in 1990, has been cited in the literature, along with key investigations since. I describe the methodology and conduct of research during my continuing investigations into the origins and spread of the ‘Satanic panic’ and related controversies of false memories and multiple personalities. The dissertation itself adds significantly to academic theories and historical accounts of these events from the 1980s until today. Through a wide reading of the literature I have pieced together a forensic chronology which provides a unique overview of a particular era of striking and peculiar phenomena. On reflection, I conclude that my investigations provide evidence for the concept of moral panics created through an ‘explosive amplification’ of anecdote, social and official concern about issues such as child abuse, spread by ‘claims-makers’ and a globalised mass media. Although sporadic claims of Satanic abuse continue I conclude there is still no corroborating evidence.
Part 1 – Introduction, contribution to knowledge and summary

1.1 Introduction

This dissertation focuses on my investigations over the past almost 24 years (at time of submission) into what I term the ‘Satanic ritual abuse myth’ – or ‘Satanic panic’ – the controversy over recovered versus false memories, and, most recently, the validity of the diagnosis of multiple personality disorder (MPD), now known as dissociative identity disorder (DID).

The dissertation begins by outlining in brief how my publications have made an original and significant contribution to knowledge and to my particular discipline – investigative journalism – and then relates my journalism to the academic literature in the wider fields of research in the study of recovered and false memories, weird beliefs, and moral panics. I am submitting with it a list of publications and original broadcast material which constitute a coherent body of published work.

My investigations demonstrate how journalism can intersect with several academic disciplines and clinical fields – from the psychology of false memories and weird beliefs to the sociology of moral panics. I argue that my journalism has made a significant contribution to the stock of human knowledge about the bizarre outbreaks of claims, internationally, of Satanic abuse, the interlinked recovered memory movement and, latterly, the controversial diagnosis of multiple personality disorder.

My investigations have been conducted according to a long-established tradition of fact-finding, evidence-based, truth-seeking, public interest investigative journalism, using a methodology which is rigorous and forensic.

In terms of academic research, my journalism has been empirical work, based on wide-ranging investigative research and extensive interviews. On reflection, it demonstrates evidence for and contributes to moral panic theory. Interestingly, I have discovered, the events I originally investigated very clearly illustrate a theory of ‘explosive amplification’ – when popular stories and official recognition of an apparently new phenomenon coincide (Henningsen, 1980; Ellis, 2000, Hill, 2005, 2012). I discovered the concept of ‘claims-makers’ with missionary zeal, combined with other social factors – such as concern about child abuse – and crucially, an increasingly globalised mass media suddenly disseminating the story, could create a moral panic, for an apparent scare, for which there was little or no evidence (deYoung, 2004; Richardson, 1991).
My continuing investigation into how the claims started, where, when, by whom, and why, and, over
the years, how they spread, is empirical research. My article ‘The Making of a Satanic Myth’
(Waterhouse, 1990a) was an original contribution to knowledge at the time and has been cited
internationally since.

This dissertation itself adds significantly to academic theories and historical accounts of these
events, which occurred mainly from the early 1980s to late 1990s. Through a wide reading of the
literature across the academic disciplines, I have pieced together a forensic chronology which I think
provides a unique overview of a particular era of striking and peculiar phenomena. The more I
researched for the dissertation, the more I could see that the ‘Satanic panic’ and inter-related
psychotherapy fashions of recovered memory therapy and diagnosis of MPD/DID followed a pattern,
which can be traced from the historical witch trials to modern day obsessions with ‘historic’
allegations of child abuse. After my research, I have concluded, the term ‘moral panic’ – as a concept
– is highly appropriate for all these episodes.

Some researchers, most recently the criminologists Bill Thompson and Andy Williams (2013),
stridently dispute the existence of moral panics – as a reality – and claim the ‘panic paradigm’ is a
lazy academic fad. I refer more to this later in the section on moral panics.

But to me as a journalist the term moral panic as a theoretical concept is appealing, because it
embodies the ‘explosive amplification’ of public concern, official recognition and media frenzy. At
the time of writing I believe it is appropriate to use the term moral panic in a climate which has been
created by the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, the Metropolitan Police’s
Operation Yew Tree, the changes in policies and guidelines announced by the former and current
Director of Public Prosecutions in historical allegations of sexual abuse by celebrities and other high
profile people that has followed the exposure of the disc jockey and TV star Jimmy Savile as a serial
abuser. In June 2014 the BBC reported that the NSPCC helpline had received 50 more reports of
historic abuse against Savile – bringing the total to 500 – after a high court judge announced a £3
million compensation scheme and ordered newspaper adverts to publish the deadline for claims. I
will be continuing research into the origins of and evidence for historic allegations of sexual abuse in
the post-Savile era. My journalistic investigations into these inter-related phenomena have shared
methodological and theoretical foundations based on established theories and practices of
investigative journalism. The design and conduct of a long-term journalistic investigation does not
have classic academic foundations like a social science survey or a psychological study into human
beliefs or behaviour. Practical journalism is not a classic academic discipline. But it does have
Theoretical underpinnings. And, as explain in the dissertation, my own investigative journalistic methods follow a rigorous tradition of old-fashioned, tried and tested principles, aimed essentially at ‘finding things out’ (Peter Wilby, personal communication, confirmed by email November 2012), seeking the evidence, coming as I do from the school of truth-seeker (Pilger, 2004; Tofani, 1998; Evans, 1983) and detective (Bernstein and Woodward, 1974), rather than campaigning ‘muckraker’ (Aucoin, 2007) or ventriloquist’s dummy (Feldstein, 2007). However, as I reflect on how my journalism developed over the course of the investigations, in my occasional ‘Satanic Panic’ series for Private Eye since 2006 – the title comes from a 1993 book by Jeffrey S Victor, Satanic Panic: The Creation of a Contemporary Legend – I can see that pure objectivity has sometimes given way to polemic, as particular stories have ignited my sense of moral outrage (Waterhouse, 2006a, 2006b, 2011, 2013a).

To summarise, the dissertation tells the story of the origins and spread of the Satanic panic and the crossover with the false/recovered memory movement; it chronicles my most significant publications and broadcast work on the topic since my first story in March 1990; and it analyses, explains and discusses the process of how I conducted the ongoing investigations. It analyses the data evidence and outcomes 24 years on – evaluating the evidence for the existence of Satanic ritual abuse and the current state of knowledge and professional beliefs about false and recovered memories and multiple personality disorder/dissociative identity disorder (MPD/DID).

The dissertation explores how my published investigations relate to the academic literature in four key areas: the theory and practice of investigative journalism; the psychology of false and recovered memories; anomalistic psychology, the study of weird beliefs such as why people believe they have been abducted by aliens; and the sociology of moral panics.

Finally, it critically examines the impact of my published works in this field. I was one of the first journalists to conclude that, on the basis of the lack of corroborating evidence, after dozens of police investigations, in any case in the world that I was then aware of, that Satanic ritual abuse was a myth. Before my ‘Making of a Satanic Myth’ investigation in August 1990 (Waterhouse, 1990a), I was aware that a fellow investigative journalist, Debbie Nathan, had conducted a ground-breaking investigation into allegations in several cases in the US in the 1980s and had concluded there was no evidence to substantiate claims of a Satanic cult conspiracy. Nathan’s article ‘The Ritual Sex Abuse Hoax’, published in the Village Voice in January 1990, had a strong influence on my thinking.
While I concluded there was no physical, corroborating evidence that Satanic ritual abuse existed, through my research and investigations, I was among the first researchers including journalists, police officers and academics able to show evidence for the origins and spread of the myth, identifying key events and people, both actual and metaphorical evangelical ‘missionaries’ (Best, 1990, 2001; Richardson, 1997, 2003) and ‘claims-makers’ (Best, 1990; Jenkins, 1992; Hill, 1995a, 1995b, 1998; Cohen, 2002; Critcher, 2003).

Those spreading the scare comprised several distinct groups that formed loose alliances and reinforced each other’s beliefs. Originally the main proponents were evangelical Christians, but they were soon joined by both secular and religious professionals including childcare workers and adult psychotherapists, ‘anti-cult cops’ and feminist activists. Word spread through so-called ‘survivor’ books and literature at seminars and conferences (Waterhouse, 1990a).

Claims of the existence of Satanic or ritual child abuse in the UK on a nationwide scale were first made widely public at a press conference of the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children to launch its annual report in March 1990. In the immediate aftermath the reaction of many childcare professionals and most in the media was credulous and uncritical. My own reports that week in my newspaper, the Independent on Sunday, concluded that ‘evidence’ of ritual abuse had been presented in at least five criminal cases and 14 wardship hearings involving 41 children in which children had been taken into care because of allegations of sexual abuse within the family.

But having been tasked by one of my editors to investigate this further, in August 1990, after a five-month investigation, I concluded in ‘The Making of a Satanic Myth’, published in the Independent on Sunday on 12 August, that Satanic ritual abuse did not exist as it had been described. I wrote that after dozens of investigations across the US, Canada and, in one case, in the Netherlands, during the 1980s, and latterly in the UK, no physical, forensic, corroborating evidence had been found to substantiate the claims (Lanning, 1989a; Hicks, 1989a, 1989b, 1990a 1990b, 1991, Mulhern, 1990). While always at pains to stress there was no doubting the sexual abuse of children was a widespread problem, and that Satanists do exist – some worship the Devil, and some practise black magic rituals – there was no evidence of an international conspiracy involving Satanists who sexually abused or sacrificed children as part of their beliefs.

In the course of that summer, a real-life Satanic panic broke out in Rochdale, Greater Manchester, when 20 children were taken into care in dawn raids by police and social workers amid allegations of Satanism and devil-worshipping after a six-year-old boy apparently spoke of a baby being born and
killed, of ghosts and graves and sheep being stabbed and eaten. A judge ordered a ban on publicity and details of the case were not made public until September. Soon afterwards, the police announced that they had found no evidence of Satanism or any grounds for prosecution.

Soon after the Rochdale story broke, in a very rare occurrence involving rival newspapers, my ‘Making of a Satanic Myth’ investigation was republished almost in full on the leader page of the Daily Mail, on 15 September 1990, under the headline ‘Death of a Satanic Myth’, acknowledging the copyright of the Independent on Sunday.

Between August and October 1990 I wrote nine more in-depth articles investigating Satanic abuse stories which broke first in Rochdale and the Orkneys and in a TV documentary claiming to have evidence of Satanic abuse in a proven case of multi-generational incest in Nottingham (Waterhouse, 1990a, 1990b, 1990c, 1990d, 1990e, 1990f, 1990g, 1990h, 1990i, 1990j). On 21 October 1990 the Mail on Sunday produced a four-page Analysis feature ‘The Attack on Innocence’ (Walker et al, 1990) concluding that the notion of a highly organised network of Satanists sexually abusing children and sacrificing animals and babies was ‘dangerous nonsense’. I was referenced in the introduction to this Analysis: ‘We have been virtually alone in the national press in saying so – with the praiseworthy exception of Rosie Waterhouse in our rival newspaper, the Independent on Sunday.’

It was four more years before an official inquiry reached the same conclusion as I had, after Jean La Fontaine, emeritus professor of anthropology at the London School of Economics, investigated 84 cases alleged to have occurred in the UK between 1987 and 1992, involving police investigations and, in the most notorious cases of Rochdale and the Orkneys, children being seized in dawn raids by police officers and social workers, forcibly removed from their homes and taken into social services care. In her research findings, published in 1994, La Fontaine concluded there was no corroborating evidence that Satanic ritual abuse existed (Waterhouse, 1994a).

Over many years my work been cited by many academic researchers and journalists. (deYoung, 2004; Jenkins, 1992; Victor, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1996; Clapton, 1993; La Fontaine, 1998; Hill, 1998). This is the subject of the final section of this dissertation. I append a list of citations and publications which also include my contributions at conferences, and my chapter in the book Investigative Journalism: Dead or Alive (Mair and Keeble, 2011).
1.2 Contribution to knowledge

I have been a journalist since 1977, specialising in investigations – a member of the Sunday Times Insight team (twice), investigations editor of the Independent on Sunday, a BBC Newsnight reporter specialising in investigations and latterly (since becoming a senior lecturer in journalism at City University London, and director of the MA in Investigative Journalism) a freelance journalist specialising in investigative journalism, in particular on false allegations of sexual abuse.

I am internationally recognised as one of the first journalists and, indeed, any kind of researcher in the world to state unequivocally, in my first in-depth, longer-term investigation that, on the basis of available evidence, there was no corroborating, physical, forensic evidence to substantiate allegations of Satanic ritual abuse and to conclude, somewhat audaciously, after a mere five-month investigation, that it was a ‘myth’. (Nathan, 1990, had described it as a hoax.)

In the course of researching this dissertation I have discovered that other journalists, especially in the US where the panic originated, were sceptical and conducted serious investigations questioning the evidence. Particularly impressive are Tom Charlier and Shirley Downing of the Memphis, Tennessee, Commercial Appeal, who in 1988 published a study of 36 cases of alleged ritual sexual abuse of children and concluded: ‘Many of the stories labelled ‘Satanic’ or ‘ritual’’ have the hallmarks of urban legends.’ (Victor, 1996, p 17)

Although I was not the first journalist to investigate the origins of the Satanic panic in the US, I was the first to reveal key details of how it spread to and within the UK. My feature ‘The Making of a Satanic Myth’ was published within five months of the sensational NSPCC claims, and, I believe, helped nip in the bud a potential full-scale ‘moral panic’.

For this investigation I set out to conduct – in the limited time available for a newspaper story – what I wanted to be a definitive trawl of the evidence, from all available sources I could find, by tracing back from the beginning, the origins and sources of the NSPCC claims.

Alongside my investigations into the Satanic ritual abuse myth I became one of a very few UK journalists who came to specialise in a most unpopular area of journalism – investigating potentially false allegations of childhood sexual abuse. This took me into the world of the controversy over false versus recovered memories – a topic still hot in the worlds of psychiatry, psychology and psychotherapy. In the early 1990s I was the first national newspaper journalist to highlight a worrying new trend in the UK – of members of families, mostly ageing fathers, being accused by adult offspring of having sexually abused them as children, most often after having ‘recovered’ the suppressed memories during psychotherapy for mental health problems (Waterhouse, 1993a, 1993b, 1994e, 2011, 2013b; Waterhouse and Strickland, 1994). Some of these cases involved allegations of Satanic abuse. In the US, claims have been made that memories have been recovered of alien abduction. I would put both these phenomena in the same category of ‘weird beliefs’ in the unbelievable.

In the late 1990s I entered another highly controversial arena – ‘historic’ allegations of sexual abuse of children and young people in residential care homes in the 1970s and 1980s which led to a series of police investigations around the UK in the late 1990s. In a BBC Newsnight investigation in January 1997 I questioned whether some allegations of sexual abuse might be false, encouraged by police trawls for victims, including advertising in prison magazines, and child abuse lawyers advertising in local papers saying: ‘Were you in these homes during these years? Were you abused?’ and making clear the prospect of compensation (Waterhouse, 1997a).

In early 2013, following the publication of a joint report by the Metropolitan Police and the NSPCC, Giving Victims a Voice, on the extensive allegations of sexual abuse by the late Jimmy Savile over several decades I ventured into this highly controversial arena. I wrote in Private Eye that Valerie Sinason, a Harley Street psychotherapist about whom I have written several articles in Private Eye, including Justice for Carol, claimed in a front page story in the Sunday Express, that Savile was ‘Part of a Satanic Ring’. She based her claims on the cases of two patients who, she said, had recovered the memories 20 years later while in therapy with her (Waterhouse, 2013a).

1.3 Purpose of this PhD

What is the purpose of this PhD by Prior Publication? I think the purpose is two-fold. Primarily this PhD by Prior Publication is about investigative journalism. It is about my 24 years’ worth of published journalism (my body of work), my investigation into Satanic ritual abuse and the controversy over false and recovered memories.
In the section on theoretical interpretations, under the sub-heading, how my published journalism on this topic relates to the theory and practice of investigative journalism, I address several questions: What is investigative journalism? What is my theory/model of investigative journalism? How does my theory and this on-going investigation relate to other forms of journalism and theories of investigative journalism? What is my contribution to knowledge about the ‘Satanic panic’ and the controversy over false versus recovered memories?

On my investigative journey for this dissertation I have had to research some of the vast literature on the psychology of recovered versus false memories, understand the different perspectives of the experimental and the clinical psychologists, the theories and practices of psychiatrists and psychotherapists and the dangerous and damaging teachings of and treatment by untrained and unqualified cranks and quacks. I particularly enjoyed discovering the literature in the field of anomalistic psychology – the study of weird beliefs, such as how and why people can come to believe they have been abducted by aliens. Some academics put a belief in Satanic ritual abuse in the same category (Holden and French, 2002; French, 2009, 2013; Spanos et al, 1994; Showalter, 1997; McNally, 2003).

So for me, there is another purpose to this PhD by Prior Publication.

For more than 20 years as a journalist my job has been to report and investigate what and how things happened in the areas I came to specialise in – and decided to make the subjects of my body of work – the Satanic ritual abuse myth and the recovered versus false memory controversy. Therefore an important part of the purpose of my PhD by Prior Publication, for me, is to research and try to understand, possible explanations for why these events happened – why people behaved and believed as they did. And some still do.
Part 2 – A summary of the origins and spread of the Satanic panic and some chief ‘claims-makers’

2.1 Satanic ritual abuse: definitions.

I have defined Satanic ritual abuse as a belief in extreme sexual and physical abuse of children by organised networks and secret cults of devil worshipping Satanists, as part of their belief system, in bizarre black magic rituals which include the drinking of blood, eating of faeces, animal and human sacrifice and the impregnation of victims for the purpose of the breeding of babies for sacrifice (Waterhouse, 1990 to 2013).

A recognised official definition is:

Rites that allegedly include the torture and sexual abuse of children and adults, forced abortion and human sacrifice, cannibalism and bestiality may be labelled Satanic or Satanist. Their defining characteristic is that the sexual and physical abuse of children is part of rites to a magical or religious objective. (La Fontaine, 1994)

La Fontaine investigated 84 alleged cases of Satanic abuse said to have occurred between 1987 and 1993, the most prominent of them in Nottingham, Rochdale and the Orkneys. She concluded there was no corroborating evidence of Satanic ritual abuse and identified three cases where rituals were used to frighten children and adults into submission and silence. She wrote:

Three substantiated cases of ritual, not Satanic, abuse were found. These are cases where self-proclaimed mystical/magical powers were used to entrap children and impress them (and also adults) with a reason for the sexual abuse, keeping the victim compliant and ensuring their silence. In these cases the ritual was secondary to the sexual abuse which clearly formed the primary objective of their perpetrators. (La Fontaine, 1994)

2.2 False memories and multiple personalities

Five books changed the worlds of psychiatry, psychology and psychotherapy and affected the lives of hundreds of thousands of people in different countries as belief in recovered, formerly repressed, memories of childhood sexual abuse, multiple personalities and, in extreme cases, Satanic abuse and alien abduction, spread around the world.
The books are: *The Three Faces of Eve* by Corbett H Thigpen and Hervey M Cleckley (1957), which was made into a film that became a box-office hit; *Sybil* by Flora Rheta Schreiber (1973), made into a TV film in 1976 and since convincingly exposed as a fraud (Nathan, 2011); the third edition of the American Psychiatric Association’s *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders*, otherwise known as *DSM-III* (1980); *Michelle Remembers* by Michelle Smith and Lawrence Pazder (1980); and *The Courage to Heal: A Guide for Survivors of Child Sexual Abuse* by Ellen Bass and Laura Davis (1988).

‘Eve’ (real name Chris Costner Sizemore) made mainstream the concept of a patient with three personalities (no sexual abuse); ‘Sybil’ (Shirley Ardell Mason) had 16 personalities which emerged because of extreme childhood sexual and physical abuse; *DSM-III* introduced the diagnosis of multiple personality disorder; Michelle had recovered memories of childhood abuse by a Satanic cult; and *The Courage to Heal*, a self-help manual, made recovered memories mainstream.

Not all patients who ‘recovered’ memories of childhood sexual abuse were diagnosed as having multiple personalities. But, with one notable exception, ‘Eve’, all publicised diagnoses of MPD emerged in therapy along with recovered memories of childhood abuse. Sometimes all three elements were present – recovered memories of childhood abuse, involving Satanic cults and (sometimes) abductions by aliens in spaceships, and the emergence of multiple personalities.

*Sybil* was not the only reason for the explosion of cases of recovered memories of childhood sexual abuse and diagnosis of multiple personality disorder. The publication in 1980 by the American Psychiatric Association of the third edition of the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders*, known as *DSM-III*, was also pivotal. This is the standard classification of mental disorders used by mental health professionals in the US and also internationally. For the first time *DSM-III* included a psychiatric condition then called multiple personality disorder, later to be re-named dissociative identity disorder (*DSM-IV*, 1994), which a small number of mental health professionals claimed resulted from extreme childhood trauma, notably sexual abuse. The proponents argued the condition occurred as a defence mechanism to suppress memories of abuse; the patient could only be healed by therapy to recover the memories.

From the early 1980s, psychiatrists, psychologists and psychotherapists – many of whom used hypnosis – latched on to the now-fashionable theory that extreme childhood trauma led to multiple personality disorder (a condition *DSM-III* originally stated was ‘apparently extremely rare’) and the self-proclaimed ‘survivor’ and ‘recovered memory’ movement mushroomed. After the publication of
DSM-III, officially categorising, for the first time, all mental health conditions, including the diagnosis of MPD, the number of cases ‘skyrocketed’ (Nathan, 1994; Piper, 1997; McNally, 2005).

Before 1944 there were just 76 cases of multiple personality disorder reported (Taylor and Martin, 1944). Before 1970 there were a total of 79 well documented cases in the world literature (Lilienfeld and Lynn, 2003). Prior to 1980 there were around 200 (Bliss, 1980). By 1986 cases had risen to 6,000 (Coons, 1986). By the mid-1990s estimates put the number of MPD/DID cases at 40,000 in north America (Ross, 1997).

As cases of multiple personality disorder spread like an epidemic after 1980, the authors of The Three Faces of Eve, Corbett Thigpen and Hervey Cleckley, tried to stop the contagion. In 1984 they published an article in the International Journal of Clinical and Experimental Hypnosis, ‘On the Incidence of Multiple Personality Disorder: A Brief Communication’:

Since reporting a case of multiple personality (Eve) over 25 years ago, we have seen many who were thought by others or themselves to have the disorder, but we have found only one case that fits the diagnosis... Over the past three decades we have together seen tens of thousands of psychiatric patients. Other than Eve, we have seen only one case (presented by a psychiatrist in Georgia) that appeared to be undeniably a genuine multiple personality. (Thigpen and Cleckley, 1984)

But by then it was too late. A whole new scientific – sceptics would say pseudoscientific – field had suddenly opened up As the journalist Joan Acocella wrote in the New Yorker in 1998, the theory was the cause of MPD was acute childhood trauma, usually sexual abuse, and in order to cope the child imagined that the abuse was happening to someone else, another ‘her’, who then split off from the main personality, growing in isolation behind a wall of amnesia – a process called dissociation. As dissociation occurred again and again, the personalities multiplied, each developing its own name, nature and function.

Bolstered by the inclusion of MPD in DSM-III in 1980, a close-knit group of psychiatrists and therapists, including Cornelia Wilbur (the therapist of ‘Sybil’), formed the International Society for the Study of Multiple Personality and Dissociation (ISSMP+D), and in 1984 began holding annual conferences co-sponsored by Rush-Presbyterian-St Luke’s Medical Center, based at Rush University in Chicago, and chaired by Dr Bennett G Braun, one of the foremost proponents of MPD Rush-Presbyterian opened the first dissociative disorders unit, under Braun, other units followed around
north America, and this new and expanding field launched its own journal, *Dissociation*, in 1988, peer-reviewing contributions, with Braun as its founding editor.

The most evangelical advocates of MPD contributed chapters to the 1986 book, *Treatment of Multiple Personality*, edited by Braun, the first book authored by clinicians published since the story of Sybil. (The first published references to widespread recovered memories of ‘Satanic abuse’ appeared in this book in a chapter by Braun.) Most of its contributors went on to become the most prolific publishers of research and academic papers in support of MPD and DID They include Cornelia Wilbur, Richard Kluft, Roberta Sachs, Frank Putnam and David Spiegel, who led the recent campaign to retain DID in the fifth edition of the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders*, published in May 2013.

I focused on the origins and spread of the diagnoses of MPD and DID in a *New Scientist* feature (Waterhouse, 2013) based on a talk I gave to the Anomalistic Psychology Research Unit at Goldsmith’s, University of London (run by Professor Christopher French, who is also external supervisor of my PhD by Prior Publication). I examine some of the research into the validity of MPD and DID in the section of this dissertation on how my journalism relates to the academic literature on false versus recovered memories.

### 2.3 Satan arrives on the scene

Claims of Satanic ritual abuse can be traced to the publication in 1980 of *Michelle Remembers* by Michelle Smith and Lawrence Pazder.

This purported to be Smith’s true ‘survivor’ story – of how, after a miscarriage and 200 hours of therapy, she recovered previously forgotten memories of being tormented during her childhood by nightmarish, perverted sexual abuse by a Satanic cult which imprisoned her for several months during 1955, when she was five years old (Waterhouse, 1990a). She completely forgot the experiences for more than 20 years until she entered therapy with Pazder, whom she later married and with whom she co-wrote the book (Smith and Pazder, 1980). The book became an international best-seller but has subsequently been thoroughly discredited (Nathan and Snedeker 1995, pp 45-46).

The book is an almost pornographic ‘misery memoir’ – little Michelle, aged five, being tortured, raped, sodomised with candles, being forced to defecate on a Bible and a crucifix, witnessing babies and adults butchered and sacrificed, spending hours naked in a snake-filled cage, and having a devil’s
tail and horns surgically attached to her. These ‘grotesque abuses’ are said to have gone on for almost a year, until Michelle’s indomitable Christian faith, with the actual physical intervention of Jesus and the Virgin Mary, defeated the Satanists and the Devil himself (Nathan and Snedeker, 1995; Hill, 1998). Smith and Pazder became the earliest ‘claims-makers’ or ‘missionaries’ who were to spread the Satanic panic.

Smith and Pazder went to the Vatican to alert the church about the dangers to children from Satanic cults worldwide, and to warn the world they wrote Michelle Remembers. Exactly how and where and with whom the full Satanic ritual abuse scenario originated remains a mystery. Nathan and Snedeker (1995) claim Pazder was the first person to coin the phrase ‘ritual abuse’ at the 134th annual meeting of the American Psychiatric Association in New Orleans in May 1981. A programme for the 1981 APA annual meeting lists an evening event on May 14 entitled ‘Michelle Remembers: New Frontiers in Psychiatry’, with Pazder billed as moderator and Smith as a participant (Pazder, 1981). Some researchers have noted that Pazder was a devoutly Christian psychiatrist (Guilliatt, 1996); others have speculated that Pazder’s interest in cults stemmed from his time working as a medical practitioner in west Africa in the early 1960s ‘at a time of great public concern over secret cannibalistic cults’ (Barnett and Hill, 1993).

After publication of Michelle Remembers allegations of Satanic ritual abuse of children in nurseries and daycare centres began to emerge in the US, with the first case beginning in 1983 at the McMartin pre-school in Manhattan Beach, Los Angeles, California, after a mother, who turned out to be a mentally ill alcoholic, reported to police that her son had been sexually assaulted by a male member of staff in a particularly sadistic manner. According to the journalist Debbie Nathan, in her seminal investigation published in Village Voice in January 1990, the police wrote to 200 parents asking them to question their children to find out whether they had been molested. Leading interviews then followed with social workers suggesting ritual scenarios; denial was taken as confirmation (Nathan, 1990). Pazder met parents and therapists in 1984 as an expert on Satanic ritual abuse (Nathan and Snedeker, 1995, p 89). The stage was set for the longest and most expensive trial in US criminal history at a cost of $15 million (New York Times, 24 January 1990) and a nationwide panic about ritual abuse in daycare centres. Initially seven people were arrested – 62-year-old Peggy McMartin Buckey, her son Raymond and five female childcare workers accused of 321 counts of sexually assaulting children – more than 150 were allegedly abused (Guilliat, 1996). By the time the case went to trial in 1987, charges had been dropped against the five childcare workers, and after the first, 28-month, trial Peggy McMartin Buckey was acquitted. The jury reached not
guilty and hung verdicts on Raymond Buckey. At his second trial in 1990 there was a hung verdict and the charges were finally dismissed, allowing Buckey to be released after languishing five years in prison (Nathan and Snedeker, 1995, p 92).

The McMartin allegations attracted nationwide attention in the media and in professional childcare, police and adult therapy circles. Nathan (1990) estimated that during investigations into subsequent allegations of Satanic ritual abuse in daycare centres in the US between 1984 and 1989 about 100 people were charged with ritual sex abuse. Of those, she wrote, around 50 were tried and about half convicted ‘with no evidence except testimony from children, parents, ‘experts’ expounding on how the children acted traumatised’ and dubious medical evidence.

In their riveting account of the ritual abuse daycare centre panic in north America in the 1980s and 1990s, Satan’s Silence: Ritual Abuse and the Making of a Modern American Witch Hunt (1995), Nathan and Michael Snedeker, a defence lawyer, provide a succinct and comprehensive explanation for the phenomenon:

Belief in ritual-sex abuse conspiracies was the stuff of moral panic. . . This is the way belief in ritual abuse spread: via an impassioned, nationwide crusade conducted by social workers, therapists, physicians, victimology researchers, police, criminal prosecutors, fundamentalist Christians, ambitious politicians, anti-pornography campaigners, feminists and the media. It was a powerful effort that did not come together overnight. But as it took shape, a veritable industry developed around the effort to demonstrate the existence of ritual abuse. In the absence of conventional evidence, the proof became words obtained via suggestion and coercion and the most ambiguous of behaviours, from both youngsters and the accused. Verbal ‘disclosures’ about events that never happened were obtained from children using interview techniques that cognitive psychologists have subsequently discredited as dangerously coercive and suggestive. Additionally, prosecutors introduced new forms of therapeutically induced ‘evidence’ – such as preschool-age children’s play with toys and dolls that have genitals, their vague scribbles and drawings, and parents’ retrospective accounts of their children’s nightmares and masturbation – to show that the youngsters had been traumatised by abuse. (Nathan and Snedeker, 1995, pp 4-5)

One of the earliest researchers into the ‘Satanic panic’ – a term he coined in his 1993 book of that title – was Jeffrey S Victor, who published a paper in January 1990, ‘Satanic Cult Rumors as Contemporary Legend’. Victor describes his research, begun in 1988, into a ‘rumor-panic’ in one
small city, Jamestown, New York. Rumours had been circulating widely in the community about a supposedly dangerous Satanic cult in the vicinity. Research, initially from stories in newspapers, revealed the rumour-panic was ‘national in scope’ and included the daycare ritual abuse cases which, he writes, ‘swept across the country’.

Under the heading ‘The Transmission of the Satanic Cult Legend’, Victor lists the common sources for the spread and promotion of the ‘Satanic cult legend’. These included:

- Police seminars and public conferences about Satanic cult crime; conferences on child sexual abuse having presentations about ritual child abuse; conferences of anti-cult organisations; church and revival meetings; the media including newspaper and popular magazines, television talk shows, true crime books, religious books, Christian radio programs and magazines; so-called experts including police officers and clergy, adult Satanic cult survivors, often claiming to be suffering from multiple personality disorder (MPD) as a direct consequence of suffering ritual abuse and the psychotherapists who believe their stories and publish reports about ritual abuse; child advocates and anti-cult volunteers who lecture about Satanic cult ritual child abuse. (Victor, 1990a, pp 76-78)

In another article in 1990, ‘The Spread of Satanic Cult Rumors’, Victor wrote: ‘I have been trained as a sociological researcher, which means that I investigate the causes of group behaviour. A rumor-panic is much like the stampede of a herd of buffalo: It is a product of group force rather than of the personal motives of individuals.’ (Victor, 1990b, p 287)

In a concise and entertaining overview, ‘Satan’s Excellent Adventure in the Antipodes’, published in 1998, a British-born sociologist, Michael Hill, traces the origins and spread of the ‘Satanism scare’ from North America to Australia and New Zealand (and also the UK) by a small but key group of ‘claims-makers’. ‘To date there is no physical corroboration of the atrocities allegedly perpetrated by these Satanists,’ he wrote (Hill, 1998). Later, in the context of the New Zealand Christchurch Civic Crèche case he wrote unequivocally, on the basis of two official US and UK government reports published in 1994, and his own researches: ‘It is therefore deeply ironic that against the stark reality of child abuse there was introduced to New Zealand from 1990 onwards the scenario of a novel but entirely fictional [my italics] form of abuse known as Satanic ritual abuse.’ (Hill, 2005)

One of the earliest researchers in this field, Hill started out specialising in the sociology of religion and later deviance, and is today an emeritus professor in the School of Social and Cultural Studies, Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand. In the early 1990s while on a sabbatical, he worked in
London at Inform, a unit which studied alternative religions and cults, based at the London School of Economics, and became familiar with the research then being undertaken by Professor Jean la Fontaine for her government inquiry into the existence of Satanic ritual abuse (La Fontaine, 1994, 1998). He is highly knowledgeable about the Satanic panics in the US, UK, Australia and New Zealand (Hill, 1992, 1994, 1995a, 1995b, 1998, 2005, Barnett and Hill, 1993). Along with most other specialist researchers on this topic, he classes the Satanic ritual abuse myth as a moral panic, spread by ‘claims-makers’, a theory I return to below.

The Satanic abuse daycare cases involving children and the epidemic of multiple personality disorder diagnosed in adults recovering ‘memories’ in therapy – including alleged memories of Satanic ritual abuse – reinforced each other (Mulhern, in Waterhouse, 1990a, Mulhern 1991, 1994). Hill cites a study of early modern witch hunts in which Gustav Henningsen (1980a) uses the term ‘explosive amplification’ to describe the moment when popular accounts and beliefs (Michelle Remembers) and officialdom (DSM-III) fuse together and trigger a witch hunt – and argues that this is what happened with the Satanic ritual abuse scare, which spread firstly through fundamentalist Christian channels (Waterhouse, 1990a) and was then validated by a group of secular professionals, especially those involved in adult psychotherapy (Mulhern, 1991; Hill, 1998), social workers, childcare professionals and ‘cult cops’ (Waterhouse, 1990b; Lanning, 1991; Hicks, 1991), and by the feminist movement (Guillatt, 1996).

In his seminal articles on the ‘Satanism scare’, and its international ‘diffusion’ from America, with anti-Satanism as his central theme and conduit, the sociologist James T Richardson (1991, 1997, 2009) lists key factors which he argues ‘contributed to the rise of the moral panic concerning Satanism in America’ and elsewhere including: the existence of Satanist churches, proving Satanists actually existed; the rise of Christian fundamentalism which posits a real Satan, active in the world; development of a ‘child saver’ movement; emergence of the adult ‘occult survivor’ of alleged Satanic activities and the related ‘repressed memory’ phenomena; mass media promotion of Satanism, using modern technologies such as satellite and cable television; helping professionals such as social work, law enforcement, and psychotherapy, accepting Satanism as real, and promoting such ideas through professional activities such as continuing education training; the rise of feminism as a social movement; and the spread of Satanism around the Western world, promoted in large part by American anti-Satanist ‘missionaries’ and globalised mass media.

In an earlier study examining the beliefs of psychologists Bottoms et al (1996) draw together neatly the beliefs in recovered memories, Satanic abuse and the diagnosis of MPD. ‘A stratified random
sample survey of clinical members of the American Psychological Association was conducted to
determine the number and nature of cases involving alleged ritualistic and religion-related child
abuse, whether reported directly by children or retrospectively by adults. Results indicated that only
a minority of clinical psychologists have encountered ritual cases, but of those, the vast majority
believe their clients’ claims. Even so, the purported evidence for the allegations, especially in cases
reported by adults claiming to have suffered the abuse during childhood, is questionable. Most
clients who allege ritual abuse are diagnosed as having multiple personality disorder or post-
traumatic stress disorder, two increasingly popular, but controversial, psychological diagnoses.’

2.4 International spread

A small but vocal number of ‘claims-makers’ or ‘missionaries’ embarked on the international
conference circuit, wrote books and papers for academic journals to spread the word about this
apparently new bizarre and previously hidden form of sadistic child abuse by an international
network of Satanic cults. The panic spread from Canada and North America and led to a series of
police investigations, starting in Oude Pekela in the Netherlands in 1987 (Jonker, 1989) and
continuing with cases in Congleton, Cheshire in the UK in 1987 (La Fontaine, 1994); Sydney,
Australia, in 1988, then around the country; Christchurch, New Zealand, in 1991 (Hill, 1998); Bjugn in
Norway in 1992; Munster, Germany, in 1993; and Stockholm, Sweden in 1993 (Holgerson, 1995). As
Hill wrote in his wry account of ‘Satan’s Excellent Adventure in the Antipodes’, what he calls the
‘Satanism scare’

began in north America in the early 1980s, arrived in Australia during the late 1980s and in
New Zealand from 1990 onwards. Its importation was associated with conference
presentations and published material by a small but key group of claims-makers, several of
whom had been associated with the earlier McMartin preschool investigation (in Manhattan
Beach, California in 1983. (Hill, 1998)

Hill identifies four main Satanic abuse claims-makers from the McMartin case who exported the
notion around the world:

- Kee MacFarlane, a social worker and interviewer;
- Roland Summit, a psychiatrist who coined the ‘pseudoscientific’ term ‘The Child Sexual
  Abuse Accommodation Syndrome’ in a paper written in 1978 and widely distributed prior to
  its eventual publication in 1983, in which he argued that children never lied about abuse,
and therefore must be believed, but that children who had been victims of incest would often retract to maintain family ‘equilibrium’, and so a denial of abuse should not be believed, (Summit, 1983);

- David Finkelhor, a New Hampshire sociologist, who gathered evidence of daycare cases in the US between 1983 and 1985, and found some ‘three dozen ritual abuse scandals’, which he then wrote about in a co-authored book *Nursery Crimes* (Finkelhor, Williams and Burns, 1988) which became ‘a Bible for ritual abuse believers’ (Nathan and Snedeker, 1995, p 132);

- Dr. Astrid Heger, who popularised diagnostic techniques for identifying abuse which were later discredited (Nathan and Snedeker, 1995, pp 197-198).

MacFarlane, Summit, Finkelhor and Heger all gave presentations on their work on the McMartin case at the Sixth International Conference on Child Abuse and Neglect in Sydney in August 1986, the largest in Australia’s history (Guilliat, 1996). Hill says that there were ‘fascinating links and parallels’ between the McMartin case and the first case involving allegations of Satanic abuse, in Sydney in 1988.

Three other Americans became prolific claims-makers around the world. Pamala Klein, a rape crisis worker from Chicago who settled in the UK in 1985, set up a consultancy with Norma Howes, an independent social worker with whom she organised two of the earliest conferences in the UK to raise claims of Satanic ritual abuse, in Reading and Dundee in 1989. Klein became involved in introducing the notion of Satanic abuse in cases, notably in Nottingham, Epping Forest and Kent (Waterhouse 1990d, 1990e, 1991a, 1991b, 1991c). Pamela Hudson, a social worker, and Catherine Gould, a clinical psychologist, both from California, produced lists of so-called Satanic indicators, lists of signs and symptoms to look for, which became widely disseminated at conferences around the world. REFS Hudson and Gould

According to Hill (1995a), writing about the Christchurch civic crèche case,

Pamala Klein was only the first in a succession of true believers in the Satanic ritual abuse scenario to be brought to New Zealand. Others included Pamela Hudson – a Californian social worker who wrote books and articles on Satanic ritual abuse which have provided a ‘script’ for subsequent investigators and believers. She was invited to Christchurch by the Campbell Centre in late 1993. Another Californian, Roland Summit (a believer in the existence of tunnels under a California crèche which suffered a Satanic panic – despite police failure to locate them), was invited to New Zealand by Doctors for Sexual Abuse Care.
The Satanic cult scenario was imported to the UK and elsewhere through the same channels – conferences, ‘survivor’ books and claims-makers. Among the earliest claims-makers in the UK were Dianne Core, founder of a children’s charity, Childwatch, and a freelance journalist, Fred Harrison, who first started spreading stories of ritual abuse and sacrifice in newspapers in the UK in the late 1980s. Core also went on the international circuit. In an interview with the American magazine *New Federalist* in November 1988 she claimed 4,000 children a year were being sacrificed in Satanic rituals in the UK alone (Burdman, 1998). She repeated this claim at a conference in Rome in January 1989 (Core, 1989).

Norway was introduced to the notion of Satanic ritual abuse in March 1990 (Dyrendal, 2005) following the widespread publicity surrounding claims made by the UK NSPCC (see below) which were reported by the Norwegian newspaper *Dagenand Dagbladet* (Norway’s third largest newspaper). Dyrendal reveals *Dagbladet* then ran a longer piece on 11 August 1990 by the freelance journalist Fred Harrison on the English Satanic ritual abuse claims featuring an interview with a British psychiatrist, Dr Victor Harris, which included claims of ‘Satanic mind control cults among the powerful’.

Harris was an important early ‘claims-maker’ in the UK. He was then based at a hospital in the town of Rochdale where one of the most notorious cases of false allegations of Satanic ritual abuse began in June 1990 (though it was made public only in September 1990). On 19 August, the week following my article in the *Independent on Sunday*, ‘The Making of a Satanic Myth’ (Waterhouse, 1990a), Harris had a letter to the editor published in my newspaper in which he said he was treating a patient, Sara, who was reporting to him ‘ritual abuse suffered from the age of four to the present day’ and that she had ‘bravely’ publicised her plight in the *News of the World* to warn off the cult. And yet in his letter he conceded my article on Satanic abuse ‘rightly points out that all allegations of such abuse are unsupported by evidence’ (Harris, 1990).

According to Dyrendal, in his feature interview with Harris in *Dagbladet*, Harrison disclosed that he and Core ‘were also following leads to Norway’. Dyrendal (2005) writes that in June 1991 Harrison and Core joined forces with a Norwegian police officer who, in an interview with *Dagbladet*, claimed to be investigating claims of a Satanic abuse ‘survivor’. Soon more ‘survivors’ came forward.

In summer 1991, Core and Harrison’s book, *Chasing Satan: An investigation into Satanic Crimes Against Children*, was published. Quite how or why Core and Harrison got involved with or introduced tales of Satanic ritual abuse to Norway I have not discovered. But Norway features in
their book: chapter nine, ‘The Nordic Trail: Sex and the Serpent’. Like Michelle Remembers, the content is bordering on pornography. ‘She was a 13 year-old virgin when he first took her to bed. It was just the two of them. And a snake.’ (Core and Harrison, 1991, p 97)

The story claims (pp 97-98) that the sexual abuse of this ‘victim’, who Core and Harrison called ‘Kari’, continued until she was 15, she became pregnant, the five-month-old baby was aborted, cut with a knife, the foetus drained of blood; Kari was taken to a basement, full of about 20 men, laid out on a stone and an orgy commenced. ‘The spiritual consummation of her seduction was the ritual sex with men who believed she had been impregnated by the devil. To this day she cannot understand the significance of the snake.’ The chapter goes on to describe how other Satanic abuse ‘survivors’ related their ‘relationship with Lucifer’ to a chief inspector in the Oslo police force child abuse unit. Norway’s only ‘ritual abuse’ case at a kindergarten in Bjugn followed in 1992. The influence of therapist Kee MacFarlane, involved in interviewing children in the McMartin case, was mentioned in news reports (Dyrendal, 2005).

In a hard-hitting paper, ‘Professionals as Evaluators or Indoctrinators in Sex Abuse Cases’ (1995), Astrid Holgerson, a Swedish witness psychologist who has studied the cases in Germany, Norway and Sweden, argues that many professionals in sexual abuse cases—psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers and police officers – typically used ‘unethical, manipulative methods and even lies to get the child to tell’. She is particularly scathing about the interviewing methods advocated by Tilman Furniss, a German professor of child and adolescent psychiatry and prominent claims-maker, then (1995) based at Munster University. According to Holgerson, Furniss had previously worked in both Amsterdam and London, and she claimed that his interview methods to ‘make children tell’ had ‘infected’ professionals in other countries including those involved in the cases in Norway, Germany and Sweden. Holgerson blamed Furniss’s ‘proselytising’ influence for spreading the scare. She wrote: ‘The so-called hypothetical questioning has been introduced and promoted by a highly manipulative ‘indoctrinator’ in the field of child sexual abuse. His name is Tilman Furniss and he is supposed to be a professional expert – which makes his work extremely dangerous.’

Another significant influence on the international spread was the publication in 1988 of The Courage to Heal: A Guide for Survivors of Child Sexual Abuse, written by Ellen Bass and Laura Davis, which became an international best seller. Popularised by the feminist movement, it was a promoted as a self-help book for ‘survivors’ of incest and childhood sexual abuse, including Satanic ritual abuse, and for people who developed multiple personalities to ‘wall off’ the memories.
Part 3 – My investigations into the myth

This section tells the story of my investigations over more than two decades into the Satanic ritual abuse myth and the controversy over false versus recovered memories. It explains the design and methodology of this journalistic investigation, and some principles of journalistic investigations in general, as opposed to pure social sciences research. I focus on my first two investigations (Waterhouse et al, 1990; Waterhouse, 1990a), though I also refer to the most significant of my numerous other publications over the years, outlining the general principles of the methodology and conduct of research.

3.1 How it happened

The story of my investigation began on Monday 12 March 1990 with sensational claims by the NSPCC that child protection workers were encountering a new and horrific form of child sexual abuse by cults of devil-worshipping paedophiles in bizarre occult rituals that included the drinking of blood and urine, the smearing of children with excrement and the sacrifice of animals and humans, with babies being bred for the purpose.

In the days long before the internet and online news outlets, the 24-hour news agency, the Press Association, was the first media organisation to report the news, via its subscription wire service, soon after the event. ‘Children as young as five are being forced to take part in bizarre sex and Satanic rituals, the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children warned today. Rites involved drugs, animal sacrifice and the drinking of urine and blood’, the PA story said under the headline ‘Children Forced into Evil Sex Rites’. ‘The NSPCC has called for police and government action after examples of ritualistic abuse were reported by seven of its (66) investigating teams.’

The shocking claims were made by the charity’s childcare director, Jim Harding, at a press conference to launch its annual report – always a high-profile event geared to maximise publicity and fundraising for the charity’s work.

The following morning the daily newspapers duly reported as grim fact the authoritative words of a respected official of a revered children’s charity. The headlines were startling. ‘NSPCC says Child Abuse Rife’ (Times); ‘Children Abused in Bizarre Sex Rituals’, (Independent); ‘NSPCC Uncovers ‘Satanic’ Abuse’ (Guardian).
The claims about ritual abuse were not made in the annual report itself, but reported by Harding reading from a briefing note at the press conference. I later discovered in an interview with an NSPCC press officer that some of the claims were so shocking as to be barely credible and Harding did not hand out the briefing note. But as I found out from the NSPCC press officer, the reporter from the Daily Mirror saw details in the notes including claims that four of the seven teams reported that children had spoken of human sacrifice.

So the Mirror (then boasting the previous day’s sales, incorporating the Scottish Daily Record, were 3,908,222) went much further than the rest and gave the story by far the most lurid treatment. Under the front-page banner headline ‘KIDS FORCED INTO SATAN ORGIES’, with a sub-heading ‘Sex slaves’ ordeal exposed by NSPCC’ the paper wrote:

The shocking rites of Satanist cults are exposed by the NSPCC who questioned more than 20 victims. Youngsters told of CHILDREN being made to eat part of a ‘human’ heart. A BABY being seen in a microwave oven and another in a deep freeze. Up to 20 children at a time took part in orgies in which masks and costumes were worn, blood and urine were drunk and animals were tortured and killed. (Todd, 1990)

The Mirror quoted Harding as saying: ‘We believe the children’s accounts ... They are obviously talking about very painful experiences that it would have been impossible to make up.’

The reporter, Roger Todd, then quoted even more extraordinary claims from another source, who was not present at the press conference, Maureen Davies, director of the Reachout Trust, a counselling organisation which helped people escape from occult cults. She ‘believes Satanists carry out ritual murders’, he wrote, and went on:

The victims are often homeless youngsters. Foetuses are also sacrificed. Mrs Davies has details of a 19 year-old girl who was introduced to a Satanic group by her parents. She was made pregnant five times from the age of 14. When she was five and a half months pregnant the birth would be induced. The live baby was placed on an altar and sacrificed. After her last pregnancy she had to kill her own baby. (Todd, 1990)

The Mirror report then returned to the ‘harrowing devil worship dossier’ that was ‘part of an NSPCC probe into organised child abuse throughout England, Wales and Northern Ireland’, giving the clear impression of a potentially nationwide conspiracy. The NSPCC director, Christopher Brown, ‘revealed that his organisation is joining forces with government officials and the police to combat the evil’.
However, as the reporter had to concede: ‘But so far the police have not been able to unearth PROOF’

All the papers that day had reported that the police had, so far, found no evidence. And with hindsight, it’s clear that journalists following this story thereafter should have employed rather more scepticism and started asking: ‘What’s the evidence?’

In fairness to my editors at the *Independent on Sunday* (newly launched in January 1990), they decided to investigate exactly what we could establish was the evidence for the existence of what became known as Satanic ritual abuse in the short time available before the following Sunday’s paper.

Sunday newspaper reporters did not usually attend press conferences which would be reported in the daily papers so I was not present at the headline-hitting NSPCC ‘presser’ on Monday 12 March. (It was also my day off.)

But because the morning papers of Tuesday 13 March were so full of reports on the story, at the regular morning news conference that day at the *Independent on Sunday*, attended by senior editors and correspondents, the topic of Satanic ritual abuse was included when the tentative preliminary news list was drawn up.

Two staff reporters were put on the job. Then employed as a general news reporter, I was chosen because of my strong background in investigations, most recently as a member of the *Sunday Times* Insight Team. I was tasked to investigate the evidence for the existence of Satanic ritual abuse.

Sharon Kingman, health correspondent, was to research the question: ‘Can children be trusted to tell the truth?’ As part of my background research I used the newspaper cuttings service then called Lexis Nexis (now Nexis UK), one of the first online databases of the archives of journalistic publications to trawl for any previous stories using the search terms ‘ritual abuse’ and ‘Satanic abuse’, both terms used by the NSPCC.

In the course of this search I found reference to a story by a freelance journalist, Jenny Cuffe, who had researched and presented an investigative feature broadcast on Radio Four *Woman’s Hour* on 30 January 1990 on the topic ‘Ritual child abuse’ (Cuffe, 1990). I made contact with her, and agreed the *Independent on Sunday* would pay her a fee for background information. She was a freelance journalist so naturally we paid her a freelance journalism fee. Her sources and contacts proved to be extremely helpful.
The programme included interviews with people who would later prove to be key proponents who played an active role in spreading sensational stories about Satanic abuse. So we three shared a by-line on a package of stories on page 5 – ‘Rosie Waterhouse, Sharon Kingman and Jenny Cuffe on the evidence behind this week’s NSPCC report’ (Waterhouse, Kingman and Cuffe, 1990). I soon came to regret what we wrote.

The headline was typical of the rather cerebral and literary-minded Independent on Sunday: ‘A Satanic Litany of Children’s Suffering’. There was a rather more attention-grabbing sub-heading: ‘Sexual perversion, animal sacrifice and the drinking of blood are among bizarre rituals adding a shocking new dimension to abuse of the young.’ There was a panel of cases compiled by me of criminal convictions which included allegations of Satanic or ritual abuse, with the heading ‘Evidence of evil’. And there was a photograph of a Church of England vicar, interviewed by me, with a caption saying: ‘The Rev Kevin Logan says girls have been impregnated so that their foetuses could be sacrificed.’

In the course of that week’s research I was at great pains to focus on evidence. These allegations involved violent and bloody crimes including sexual assaults and even murder. In the few days available for research I thought it was feasible that I could do a newspaper archives search on Lexis Nexis to see if there had been newspaper reports in the UK regional or national newspapers of any criminal prosecutions which involved allegations of ritualistic Satanic abuse. My search revealed five, duly reported under the headline ‘Evidence of Evil’.

I then decided to find out whether allegations of Satanic abuse featured in any ‘child abuse within the family’ wardship cases. For this information I contacted the office of the Official Solicitor and struck what I thought was a goldmine. Jim Baker, the deputy Official Solicitor, told me that about a year earlier his staff began to notice references to bizarre and disturbing accusations of sexual abuse with ritualistic overtones and so he started a separate file of these cases. This showed that in the previous two years allegations of Satanism, black magic and witchcraft had featured in 14 wardship cases involving 41 children taken into care after allegations of sexual abuse.

This was convincing material. But as I later realised, verbal, anecdotal ‘evidence’ given in court is not the same as physical, forensic, corroborating evidence which would constitute proof. There followed in the article a paragraph of comment which has since proved to be entirely wrong. I cannot recall whether I wrote this or whether it was inserted by my news editor. It stated unequivocally: ‘Because children are not always believed, and because the practices alleged are carried out in the utmost
secrecy, hard evidence is often lacking; *but the existence of ritualistic abuse on a disturbing scale is beyond dispute.*’ (My italics.)

Just five months later, after I was commissioned to conduct a longer-term investigation to try to discover the true nature of the evidence and scale of Satanic ritual abuse, my newspaper carried a full page feature under the headline ‘The Making of a Satanic myth’ with a sub-heading ‘Adult ‘survivors’ tell horrific tales of ritual child abuse but the evidence is missing.’

An eye-catching pullquote from the article stated: ‘Investigations have produced no evidence. No bodies, no bones … no bloodstains. Nothing.’ (Waterhouse, 1990a)

This investigation is now accepted as a seminal piece of journalism quoted by fellow journalists and academics who have researched the phenomenon of Satanic ritual abuse. Citations include deYoung, 2004; Jenkins, 1992; Victor, 1991, 1996; Clapton, 1993; La Fontaine, 1998; and Hill, 1998.

In order to understand how a newspaper – and indeed this reporter – could move from one end of the spectrum of belief to the other in the space of five months, in the following section I explain the design and methodology for those two investigations and the conduct of the research. I then explain how and why I continued to investigate stories in this field over the next almost 24 years.

### 3.2 Methodology and conduct of research

#### 3.2.1 Methodology

I did not begin to study the academic literature on journalistic methodology until I started teaching in 2003.

I trained through the traditional route of practical journalism as an ‘indentured’ trainee on the *Chester Chronicle*, a weekly newspaper, following a five-month course at the Thomson Regional Newspapers training centre in Cardiff starting in January 1977. After the initial training course – covering the essentials of reporting news, public administration, media law and shorthand – I literally learned on the job, though over the years I did derive inspiration and some general principles on conducting an investigation from books such as *All the President’s Men* (Bernstein and Woodward, 1974) and *Good Times, Bad Times* (Evans, 1983). In the course of research for this dissertation I have of course studied in more detail some essential reading on classic investigative journalism methodology which I will address in the section on the theory and practice of investigative journalism.
The journalistic method of conducting research may be less formulaic than pure social science research but in some respects, in terms of planning and conducting your investigation, there are many similarities – just different terminology to describe it. Bell (2010) helpfully argues that no approach prescribes nor automatically rejects any particular method of conducting an investigation – but there is a process. The basic questions any reporter sets out to answer in the course of researching anything from a simple news story to a complex investigation are: What (happened)? When? Where? Who? How? and, my favourite, Why?

In the course of my journalistic career I have seen how some journalists and editors begin with a theory and select facts to fit. In psychology this is referred to as ‘confirmatory bias’. In my mind this is bad practice. On an in-depth investigation such as ‘The Making of a Satanic Myth’ I started out with the sole purpose of finding out ‘What’s the evidence for the existence of Satanic ritual abuse?’

The conduct of a long-term investigation involves the same process as that required for researching a piece of analysis or feature. This process could be said to follow the lines of an acronym, IRASS: Idea, Research, Assimilation, Structure and Style. I was introduced to this acronym when I started teaching journalism at City University London in 2003 by the then-director of the newspaper journalism course, Linda Christmas. I have been unable to find any other references to IRASS But it is a neat reminder for students – and working journalists – of the stages of producing a feature or investigation. I was not aware of it when I was a full-time working journalist. But it is the process I had learned to follow.

Once given the ‘Idea’ to investigate, the journalistic method begins with drawing up a list of tasks – sources to research and people to interview. This ‘to do’ list is added to as research progresses. The classic methodology of any longer feature or investigation is firstly to ‘check the cuts’ – that is review all previous published journalism on the topic in the UK and if relevant internationally (the journalistic equivalent of conducting a critical review of the academic literature). This review of previously published journalism will lead to further sources and experts to pursue and people to interview. After this initial background research the next stage would be interviewing all people and organisations with any knowledge of the allegations/cases, including those making the allegations, those accused and their supporting campaign groups, and those investigating the allegations including the police, psycho-medical professionals and lawyers; using sources who bring material to the journalist; and finding ‘experts’ ranging from academics to vicars and priests. The final stage of each investigation is to write the story, the process of which can be a challenge in itself – What
material to use? What to discard? Should I remain ‘objective’ or select the facts that fit an argument?

Having read some of the literature on planning a social science research project I see strong similarities with planning a journalistic investigation.

In *Doing Your Research Project* (2010, fifth edition), Judith Bell outlines basic principles which are directly applicable to a journalistic investigation: ‘Regardless of your topic or discipline, the problems facing you will be much the same. You will need to select a topic, identify the objectives of your study, plan and design a suitable methodology, devise research instruments, negotiate access to institutions, materials and people, collect, analyse and present information, and, finally, produce a well written report.’ (p 1). This is precisely the same process as set out in the acronym IRASS – Idea, Research, Assimilation, Structure and Style.

In describing how to plan an investigation she refers to ‘well-established and well-reported styles of research’ from ‘quantitative researchers’ who collect data and facts ‘and study the relationship of one set of facts to another’ and researchers adopting a ‘qualitative perspective’, more concerned to understand individuals’ perceptions of the world. In her analysis of ‘Qualitative Methods in the Study of News’, Gaye Tuchman (1991) argues that, in her experience of the study of news, the most valuable and significant research is qualitative, based on historical inquiry, interviews and participant observation.

In my experience a good journalistic investigation requires both the quantitative and qualitative approaches in order to see both the bigger picture and the human experience.

In Bell’s chapter on ‘Planning the Project’, the steps are the same as for a journalistic investigation: select a topic; ask yourself what’s the purpose of the study – in the case of the main longer term investigation discussed here (Waterhouse, 1990a) it is to find out what’s the evidence for the existence of Satanic ritual abuse. Then you can possibly explore hypotheses, but certainly set out your objectives and researchable questions.

In the introduction to the chapter ‘Selecting Methods of Data Collection’, Bell advises: ‘The initial question is not ‘Which methodology?’ but ‘What do I need to know and why?’ Only then do you ask ‘What is the best way to collect information?’ In psychology the same questions are asked: What is your research question? And what method is the best to try and answer that research question? Stages in both types of research typically include a review of the literature (in journalism we say
‘check the cuts’ or ‘cuttings’), gathering of documents and any available data, and interviews. The art of interviewing across a range of forms of journalism is beyond the scope of this dissertation. But it merits a brief mention because of its importance in conducting investigations.

In my view the ‘pure’ investigative journalistic interview should be open-ended, a trip to explore all avenues. Bell cites the renowned author on education research methods, Louis Cohen, referring to an analogy of an open-ended interview being like a fishing expedition. ‘Like fishing, interviewing is an activity requiring careful preparation, much patience, and considerable practice if the reward is to be a worthwhile catch.’ (Cohen, 1976, p 82)

In his later book with Lawrence Manion, first published 1980, in a further analysis of interview methods, they describe four kinds of interview that might be used specifically as research tools: the structured interview; the unstructured interview; the non-directive interview and the focused interview. Each have their merits and are common to journalistic interviews – but the authors praise the unstructured interview as an open situation, having greater flexibility and freedom and although it is a more ‘casual affair’ it also has to be carefully planned (Cohen and Manion, 1994, p 273).

I have always been an advocate and practitioner of the more open-ended ‘investigative’ interview which necessarily takes time. It’s a simple truth that you will find out more information, especially if you are trying to understand and analyse not just what the story is, but what the story is behind the story. (Hence I was far more suited to weekly and Sunday than to daily newspaper journalism.)

In the latter part of her accessible ‘Guide for First-time Researchers’ Bell explores the stages interpreting the evidence, reporting the findings and writing the report. I would argue that this is the social science equivalent of the later stages of IRASS – assimilation, structure and style.

In their book, Research Methods in Education, Cohen and Manion, the title of the introduction perfectly encapsulates my simple theory of the purpose of investigative journalism – ‘The Nature of Inquiry: The Search for Truth’. In describing how people try to understand the world around them they say: ‘The means by which they set out to achieve these ends may be classified into three broad categories: experience, reasoning and research.’ The process of conducting a serious investigative inquiry also uses these elements.

3.2.2 Conduct of research

The general principle behind investigative journalism research is always to find things out, to try to get to the truth via interviews and original research. Loretta Tofani, a Washington Post Pulitzer prize-
winner put it succinctly: ‘You’re trying to find out what is true.’ (Ettema and Glasser, 1998). Or, as John Pilger said in a radio interview on BBC Radio Four’s *Start the Week*, publicising his book *Tell Me No Lies* (1994): ‘Investigative journalism is about getting as close as you can – and only as close as you can – to truth-telling.’

In conducting my first two investigations for the *Independent on Sunday*, published in March and August 1990, into the evidence behind Satanic ritual abuse, I employed every principle I had learned and every skill I had acquired in my previous 13 years as a reporter. It is important to remember that in 1990 there was no wide use of the internet, no Google, no email, no Facebook, no Twitter. The sources of research were Lexis Nexis for previous stories, telephone and face-to-face interviews and letters.

In the course of the four days research after the NSPCC press conference on Monday 12 March and the end of Friday 16 March (after which time it was rarely possibly to contact people), I began at the beginning. The beginning was the NSPCC press conference so I arranged a face-to-face interview with a press officer from the NSPCC at its headquarters in London.

The NSPCC had sent a questionnaire to its child protection teams in England, Wales and Northern Ireland (Scotland has the Royal Scottish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children) and seven had reported they were working with children ‘who are victims of ritualistic abuse’.

During the interview I wanted to establish: How did the NSPCC conduct its research? What questions did they ask in the questionnaire? Why did they embark on this research? Who were the sources which led to them conducting their research? Who do they recommend I speak to for further information about the wider picture?

The next stage was to pursue their sources and recommended contacts. Tellingly – although I didn’t realise the significance of this at the time – the NSPCC referred me to the Evangelical Alliance (EA), which today says on its website it is the largest and oldest body representing the UK’s two million evangelical Christians working across 79 denominations, 3,300 churches, 750 organisations and thousands of individual members. The EA is also a founding member of the World Evangelical Alliance, a global network of more than 600 million evangelical Christians. As I was later to discover, the worldwide evangelical Christian network proved to be the most powerful and effective influences in spreading the Satanic panic. The Evangelical Alliance put me in contact with other ‘experts’ who, in interviews, said they had personal experience of working with children and adult ‘survivors’ of ritual abuse.
These proved to be the chief ‘claims-makers’ in the UK. They included Maureen Davies of the Reachout Trust and Dianne Core, founder of Childwatch, who, as I reported as fact in the March 1990 story, said she had spoken to about 40 children from all over Britain who had suffered ‘ritualistic’ sexual abuse. I later discovered that in an interview with the American New Federalist newspaper in November 1988 (Burdman, 1988), and at an international conference on Satanism in Rome in January 1989 she had claimed 4,000 children were sacrificed in Satanic rituals in Britain, each year. Core was also to play a crucial role in spreading the Satanic panic to Norway in 1991.

Another central character I interviewed for the March 1990 articles was the Rev Kevin Logan, vicar of St John’s, Great Harwood, near Blackburn in Lancashire and author of Paganism and the Occult (1988), who gave me the most shocking and puzzling information of that week.

The more sensational stories that week included reports of ‘confessions’ of former Satanists talking of young girls being used as ‘brood mares’ – being made pregnant and having an abortion induced at five months so the foetus could be used in a sacrifice (Waterhouse, Kingman and Cufi, 1990).

In the course of a long telephone interview. I asked the Rev Logan how many women or girls had told him personally that this had happened to them, and he said without hesitation, ‘eight’. I was aghast. Eight. I was totally convinced this must be true. Why would a vicar lie?

Luckily I tape-recorded the telephone interview (as was my regular practice in complex investigations, for accuracy and in case of a dispute). Playing back the tape for my second investigation I belatedly realised the significance of what he said as background. What he told me was that these girls had ‘confessed’ to being members of Satanic cults and being used as ‘brood mares’ ‘in the course of becoming Born Again Christians’ (Cuneo, 2001, pp 195-198).

As I discovered, in the course of my second investigation, during that era there was a spate of books being written by people who had become Born Again Christians ‘confessing’ they had been a member of a Satanic cult and witness to and victim of depraved sexual acts. As I wrote in ‘The Making of a Satanic Myth’, the extraordinary spread of such stories can be traced to the publication in north America in 1980 (and in the UK in 1981) of Michelle Remembers (Smith and Pazder). During research for the second investigation I was referred to several such ‘memoirs’: Delivered to Declare by Gabrielle Trinkle and David Hall (1986); Satan’s Underground by Lauren Stratford (1988); and Dance with the Devil by Audrey Harper and Harry Pugh, (1990) all published by Christian publishers.

All these books have either been publicly debunked – Michelle Remembers by Nathan and Snedeker (1995), Satan’s Underground by journalists working for the Christian magazine Cornerstone – or are
patently fiction. The back covers give a flavour: ‘At only six months Gabrielle Trinkle was tied to Satan by a blood bond.’ ‘Lauren Stratford … found herself part of a collection of young women and children forced to surrender their bodies in some of the most evil Satanic rituals imaginable.’ ‘For years Audrey Harper carried a dark secret… She was the devil’s dancing partner, and he wasn’t going to let her go without a struggle.’

The fashion for ‘misery memoirs’ of this genre took off after the publication of Sybil, which purported to be the true story of horrendous physical and sexual (but not Satanic) abuse in childhood, memories of which were ‘recovered when in therapy’. The book was spectacularly debunked by Nathan in Sybil Exposed (2011). So while I originally took as truth the Rev Logan’s claim to have spoken personally to eight ‘brood mares’ I should have used reasoning and common sense and of course asked: What’s the evidence?

3.2.3 Investigating ‘The Making of a Satanic Myth’

Following publication of ‘A Satanic Litany of Children’s Suffering’, Richard Williams, the editor of the prestigious Independent on Sunday Review, commissioned me to conduct a longer-term investigation to try to find out the truth about the NSPCC’s allegations. I set out with no pre-conceived view about what I would find.

Jenny Cuffe sent me a fuller list of contacts, most of whom claimed to have encountered victims of ritual abuse by Satanic cults, including two social workers in Nottingham, several other social workers, paediatricians, a child psychiatrist, a detective chief superintendent and campaigners including Maureen Davies of the Reachout Trust, Audrey Harper (described in Cuffe’s notes as a ‘former witch’), the Rev Kevin Logan, and an Anglo-Catholic Canon who was a member of a Christian Deliverance Study group The list included Dr Fred Jonker, a GP who claimed he had encountered multiple cases of ritual child abuse by a Satanic cult in the town of Oude Pekela in the Netherlands. A Netherlands government inquiry concluded there was no evidence to substantiate this (Werkgroep Ritueel Misbruik, 1994).

Cuffe’s list also included an academic from the London School of Economics, who studied new religious movements, who was sceptical, several occult bookshops and an organisation called ORCRO – Occult Response to Christian Response to the Occult – who ‘countered’ claims of Satanic ritual abuse. Following the first investigation in March 1990 I had received several letters which influenced the course of my next investigation. One was from the Pagan Federation, another from Chris Bray, the owner of an occult bookshop in Leeds, the Sorcerer’s Apprentice. Both criticised the
articles as credulous and inaccurate and urged me to investigate the evidence. They were speaking for occultists who argued they were being defamed by such stories. Bray wrote that he had amassed much research material about the origins and spread of the Satanic panic in the US, Canada and the UK, along with details of the main proponents of the stories if I would care to be enlightened.

I arranged to visit Bray at his shop I was initially apprehensive: I had never knowingly met an occultist before. But he proved to an invaluable encyclopaedic source of information. Bray had compiled a chronology of local newspaper stories from the UK detailing the earliest stories sourced to a small group of people who were spreading the myth. Most of them were evangelical Christians.

Because of his bookshop business, much of which was mail order, Bray had an international network of people sending him newspaper cuttings about events in the UK and US related to the Satanic ritual abuse myth, as Bray called it. Bray pointed me to many sources in the UK and US, among them local newspaper articles from the late 1980s quoting two American visitors to the UK, Jerry Simandl and Sandi Gallant, warning about this new form of child abuse. They were both from a growing network of believers and proselytisers known as ‘cult cops’ (Lanning, 1989; Hicks, 1989a, 1989b, 1990a, 1990b, 1991).

In the course of the investigation one interview led me on to others and I soon realised they fell into two polarised camps – with believers who were campaigners, therapists, social workers and ‘survivors’ on one side, and sceptics including criminal investigators and academics on the other. A self-proclaimed ‘survivor’, Sue Hutchinson, told a conference on incest which I attended in early August 1990 in Harrow, north-west London, that she had been a victim of ritual abuse for 16 years by Satanists and that human foetuses were being killed and eaten by ‘Satanic sex rings’. She said that in the past six months she had dealt with 10 helpline calls a week from fellow survivors and that some of the 50 cases she was now counselling involved cannibalism. Vera Diamond, a Harley Street psychotherapist who co-organised the conference, said that several children had been killed during Satanic rituals and afterwards told me she had treated 20 adult survivors of ritual abuse. Norman Vaughton, a psychotherapist from Nottingham, said there were an estimated 10,000 human sacrifices a year in America, most of them ‘foetuses that have been bred specially’.

Before that conference, in the course of my research, one case frequently cited as Satanic occurred in Nottingham where nine adults were convicted in a particularly abhorrent case of incest involving the sexual abuse of 23 children who had been taken into care.
As part of my methodology I decided to examine this case chronologically to see how and when the suggestion that this case was ‘Satanic’ had first been introduced and by whom. During interviews with Christine Johnston and Judith Dawson, two of the social workers who believed the case involved a Satanic cult and animal and human sacrifice, they explained they had called in Ray Wyre, a former probation officer who then ran a clinic in Birmingham for sex offenders. I discovered that he had introduced to the case – and to foster mothers with whom the children were living – a list of ‘Satanic indicators’ – a profile of signs and symptoms to look for, which he had been given by Pamala Klein, an American social worker who was one of the earliest proponents of a belief in Satanic ritual abuse. The two social workers explained they had also contacted a consultant psychiatrist, secretary and founder of the Association of Christian Psychiatrists, who told me he counselled adult survivors of Satanic abuse and had organised a conference in March 1989 to warn of this new danger to children. At another conference in Reading in September 1989 the social workers first made public their belief that the Nottingham children had been victims of Satanic abuse. The police, finding no evidence, disagreed (Waterhouse, 1990a).

As I extended my enquiries beyond the UK and to the US, where the scare had evidently begun, I encountered sceptics who were adamant that despite dozens of forensic police investigations across the US, in Canada, the Netherlands and the UK, no corroborating evidence had been found.

As I wrote: ‘They have produced no evidence. No bodies, no bones, no covens, no underground tunnels, no animal carcasses, no bloodstains. Nothing. Just the occasional court case where the pretence of supernatural powers was used to obtain silence and submission.’

After five months of extensive research, combining trawls of newspaper cuttings and academic literature, pursuit of sources, conducting dozens of in-depth interviews, in the UK, the US and the Netherlands – often followed up several times – reading ‘misery memoirs’ by so-called survivors, I came down on the sceptical side of the fence. I still believe I was right to do that, on the basis of asking the question ‘What’s the evidence?’, I became the first journalist in the UK to publish, with some authority, that despite numerous police investigations in the US where the scare originated, and more recently the Netherlands, there had been produced no physical, forensic, corroborating evidence for the existence of Satanic ritual abuse.

The most convincing interviewees who led me into the ‘no evidence’ camp were Robert Hicks, an analyst with the criminal justice department in Virginia (Hicks, 11989A; 1989b; 1990a; 1990b; 1991); Sherill Mulhern, an anthropologist from the University of Paris, who had studied self-declared
Satanic abuse survivors and introduced me to the concept of multiple personality disorder and false memories ‘recovered’ in psychotherapy (Mulhern, 1990, 1991, 1994); and Kenneth Lanning of the National Centre for the Analysis of Violent Crime at the FBI Academy in Virginia (Lanning, 1989a) who had investigated dozens of alleged cases in the US

In telephone interviews I asked each of them: If Satanic ritual abuse was a myth, how did it spread and cross the Atlantic to the UK?

Hicks, who had presented papers at conferences (Hicks, 1989a, 1989b), had written two sceptical articles (Hicks, 1990a, 1990b) and was writing a book on so-called Satanic cult crime (Hicks, 1991), blamed ‘a loose network’ of therapists, fundamentalist Christians, serving and ex-police officers and also the media for ‘perpetuating the myth’. He told me: ‘There were no such stories before the publication of Michelle Remembers.’

At the time I conducted a series of telephone interviews with her, Dr Mulhern was still conducting her pioneering research into the crossover between adult psychotherapists and child therapists reinforcing each other’s beliefs. She later published a seminal chapter in a book (Mulhern, 1991) and a paper (Mulhern, 1994). She also gave two extended interviews, to a Christian magazine (1991) and to a radio station in New Zealand (1993). Her influence on my thinking was pivotal. She explained: ‘Michelle Remembers crystallised the Satanic abuse legend among psychotherapists. Adult therapists began networking with one another and with child therapists. I think the majority of adult survivors’ accounts are the result of the interaction between the therapist, the patient and the surrounding Satanic cult stories.’

The turning point in my research that convinced me that Satanic ritual abuse did not exist was a paper presented at the FBI Academy in October 1989, reprinted from The Police Chief (Lanning, 1989), ‘Satanic, Occult, Ritualistic Crime: A Law Enforcement Perspective’. I have the copy that was faxed over to me, marked all over, with asterisks, and highlighted in bright blue felt tip pen with comments from me including: ‘definitive!’; ‘quote at length, lessons for us all’; ‘warning for UK’; and finally, ‘quote in full, most sensible stuff I’ve read’.

In my article I quoted from his paper:

‘The law enforcement perspective cannot ignore the lack of physical evidence. Until hard evidence is obtained and corroborated, the American people should not be frightened into believing that babies are being bred and eaten, and that 50,000 missing children are being
murdered in human sacrifices. Satanic and occult crime has become a growth industry; speaking fees, books, videos, prevention material, television and radio appearances.'
Part 4 – Theoretical interpretations

4.1 How my work relates to the theory and practice of investigative journalism

4.1.1 The role of other journalists in the Satanic panic

One of the most powerful and insightful reflections on the Satanic panic I found when researching this dissertation is by Margaret Talbot in the New York Times Magazine, 2001. Her analysis, with its controlled sense of outrage and injustice, so closely matches my own preoccupations and helps explain why I have kept pursuing the story even now, it merits an extract at length.

When you once believed something that now strikes you as absurd, even unhinged, it can be almost impossible to summon that feeling of credulity again. Maybe that is why it is easier for most of us to forget, rather than try to explain, the Satanic-abuse scare that gripped this country in the 1980s – the myth that Devil-worshippers had set up shop in our daycare centers, where their clever adepts were raping and sodomising children, practising ritual sacrifice shedding their clothes, drinking blood and eating faeces, all unnoticed by parents, neighbors and the authorities.

Of course if you were one of the dozens of people prosecuted in these cases, one of those who spent years in jails and prisons on wildly implausible charges, one of those separated from your own children, forgetting would not be an option. You would spend the rest of your life wondering what hit you, what cleaved your life into the before and the after, the daylight and the nightmare. (Talbot, 2001)

Talbot was writing soon after the death, aged 74, of Peggy McMartin Buckey, one of the accused in the notorious McMartin preschool case.

‘Believe the children’ was the sanctified slogan of the moment – but what it came to mean, all too often, was believe them unless they say they were not abused. It didn’t matter that no trace of the secret tunnels was ever found, that no physical evidence corroborated the charges (a black robe seized by the police as a Satanic get-up turned out to be Peggy’s graduation gown), that none of the kiddie porn the abusers were supposedly manufacturing ever turned up, despite an extensive investigation by the F B I and Interpol, that no parents who stopped by during the day ever noticed, say, the killing of a horse ...
The prosecution charged forward with a seven-year trial that became the longest and, at a cost of $15m, the most expensive criminal trial in American history. It resulted in not a single conviction, though seven people were charged in the McMartin case on a total of 135 counts – just a series of deadlocks, acquittals and mistrials. Buckey served two years in jail and her son Raymond served five. They spent their life’s savings on lawyers’ fees and in the end went ‘through hell’ and ‘lost everything’ as she put it after her 1990 acquittal. (Talbot, 2001)

‘Believe the children’ became the mantra of childcare professionals in the UK during our Satanic panic which followed a few years later and which was widely publicised after the NSPCC’s press conference in March 1990. The mantra was recited again by childcare professionals, charities (including the NSPCC) and journalists during the crisis at the BBC in October/November 2012 over its flagship Newsnight programme, firstly for failing to broadcast an investigation into allegations of sexual abuse against the late BBC presenter Jimmy Savile, and then the disastrous broadcast of a story based on an interview with an alleged ‘victim’ falsely accusing a senior Conservative – later erroneously identified as Lord McAlpine – of being involved in a paedophile ring sexually abusing boys in care homes in North Wales in the 1970s.

Interviewed on a BBC news programme at the height of the crisis, Mark Easton, home affairs editor, said what was most important in both these controversies, was that ‘victims’ should be encouraged to come forward, knowing they would be ‘believed’.

This is wrong and dangerous. People alleging abuse should be listened to and their account rigorously tested for evidence.

4.1.2 Historical context of investigative journalism

A comprehensive history of investigative journalism is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Hugo de Burgh (2000) provides a concise overview beginning with the French medical practitioner Theophraste Renaudot’s Gazette de France, first published in 1631, in which he chronicled news from his enquiries into the health of the urban poor, commissioned by the then government minister for Cardinal Richelieu (de Burgh, 2000).

De Burgh progresses through John Milton’s Areopagitica of 1644, in which he argued liberty is a condition of national greatness, and William Cobbett, writing between 1775 and 1783 on the American revolution, demonstrating the newspaper as a conduit of business intelligence and also a vehicle of political polemic, but also ‘the ideal of truth seeking’.
‘The Enlightenment had established well the idea of ideas, in other words that there was not one true factual answer to everything based upon religion, but that there were things to be discovered by observation, and upon which opinions might differ.’ (de Burgh, 2000)

Other characters de Burgh includes are Daniel Defoe, Jonathan Swift, Nelly Bly, William Howard Russell, Charles Dickens, W T Stead, Emile Zola and Jack London. Most of these I would describe as social observers, although Stead (1849-1912) has been described as one of the early pioneers of investigative journalism for his pursuit of a series of high-profile campaigns to influence government policy while he was editor of the Pall Mall Gazette. His most famous was the 1885 series, ‘The Maiden Tribute of Modern Babylon’, campaigning against child prostitution and supporting a bill to raise the age of consent from 13 to 16. In this he took rather a more proactive role, arranging the ‘purchase’ of a 13-year-old girl to expose the trade. The series became a sell-out, helped change the law, and also earned Stead a conviction and a three-month prison sentence for ‘abduction’.

To the social observers I would add George Orwell, a great influence who fired the idealism of my teenage years, and later, my journalism, with Down and Out in Paris and London (Orwell, 1933) and The Road to Wigan Pier (Orwell, 1937).

All the above are mainly great works of social or sociological observation. But this is not the method of investigative journalism I have practised, from the school of objective, fact-finding, evidence-based, truth-seeking, digging.

For this I turn to the journalism of the Insight team of the Sunday Times in the era begun by Denis Hamilton from his appointment as editor in 1961 and creation of the Insight team in 1963, championed by Harold Evans and chronicled in a wonderful account of the history of the Sunday Times, The Pearl of Days (Knightley in Hobson, Knightley and Russell [eds], 1972).

The trail-blazing journalistic legacy of Insight is legendary, and its reputation sealed in what many still see as a golden era, during the glory years of Harold Evans, editor of the Sunday Times from 1967-1981. His riveting accounts of some of their most famous investigations – notably the DC-10 disaster, the exposure of Kim Philby and the Thalidomide campaign – in Good Times, Bad Times (Evans, 1983) was my bible and inspiration, a technical manual deconstructing some of the greatest investigations in the history of journalism.
In his ‘Insight into Insight’ (1993), veteran journalist Magnus Linklater wrote:

That Harold Evans’ paper was always questioning of and often antagonistic to the ‘establishment’ went without saying. But the story came first. It preferred, as Hugo Young once wrote, ‘evidence over propaganda… asking questions rather than supplying a pattern of answers linked to an editorial line.

An Insight investigation might start with a theory, perhaps a myth to be challenged, or a disaster to be explained, and then begin attempting to lure the facts towards it. If, at some point, the theory had to be abandoned, then another, more probable, was constructed to take its place. Conan Doyle (‘when you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however improbably, must be the truth’) was frequently quoted. The end result might fall into the classic categories of ‘we name the guilty man’ or ‘arrow points to defective part’, but along the way there might be several diversions in the course of which interesting though possibly irrelevant things would be found out.

The journalism of the original Insight era remains my inspiration as a journalist and teacher of an MA in Investigative Journalism today. The journalists who produced it, are my heroes. Top of them all is Phillip Knightley. In a highly entertaining and inspirational talk to aspiring investigative journalism students at City University London, ‘Adventures in Journalism: Tall Tales and True Scoops’, he gave numerous tips learnt during his illustrious career. He also gave an instructive definition of what investigative journalism, in its highest form, should be about:

One: it should reveal a major injustice or scandal which has been there or untouched for some time. Two: the guilty parties should be people of substance. ‘Don’t expose people who earn less than you do,’ Paul Foot used to say. Three: the investigation should lead to setting matters right and then legal reform so it won’t happen again. Finally, although it should arouse indignation, it should be a good read. (Knightley, 2008)

4.1.3 What is investigative reporting?

On the questions ‘how does my journalism relate to the essential elements required for investigative research; what are the qualities and attributes required of the investigative reporter; and what is particularly ‘investigative’ about my own journalism presented for this PhD, I cite some essential
reading below. These advocate principles I have always tried to adhere to, and also to instil in the students on my MA in Investigative Journalism course.

In the introduction to a special issue of the journal *Journalism: Theory, Practice and Criticism* devoted to ‘An International Symposium on Investigative Journalism’ (2007), James Ettema and Theodore Glasser wrote: ‘Investigative reporting can be journalism at its most politically vigorous and methodologically vigorous.’

Hugo de Burgh has a simple definition in the first edition of his book *Investigative Journalism: Context and Practice* (2000): ‘An investigative journalist is a man or woman whose profession is to discover the truth and to identify lapses from it in whatever media may be available.’


> It is the reporting, through one’s own work product and initiative, matters of importance which some persons or organizations wish to keep secret. The three basic elements are that the investigations be the work of the reporter, not a report of an investigation made by someone else; that the subject of the story involves something of reasonable importance to the reader; and that others are attempting to hide these matters from the public. (pp vii-viii)

In a lesser-known quote, Greene adds a rather more wry take:

> The glamour of investigative reporting is far more in the eye of the beholder than the practitioner. On average, it is nine-tenths drudgery, endless hours sifting through mostly meaningless documents, protracted negotiations with defensive bureaucrats and lawyers, frequent meetings with dry sources and mentally disturbed crusaders, long nights, cold coffee, busted trails, bottomless pits and, occasionally, heady success.

As de Burgh writes in *Investigative Journalism: Context and Practice*, in the United States journalism has now been an academic discipline for more than 80 years. In the UK, the academic study of the theory and practice of journalism in general, and investigative journalism in particular, is relatively new (de Burgh, 2000, p 4).
In an admirably precise, concise but comprehensive guide to the practice of journalism, in the *Oxford Dictionary of Journalism*, Tony Harcup defines investigative journalism as:

Reporting that sets out to discover something that somebody, somewhere, wishes to remain secret, and that typically involves detailed and time-consuming work by an individual journalist or by a team of journalists inquiring into some kind of alleged wrongdoing. Methods associated with investigative journalism typically include meticulous searching and cross referencing of documents and databases in the public domain; use of freedom of information laws to place more material in the public domain; receiving leaks of secret information; persuading people to talk either on or off the record; and less typically secret filming and/or recording, and using subterfuge to obtain evidence of wrongdoing. (Harcup, 2014, pp 143-144)

Much of the journalism submitted as my body of work for this PhD directly conforms to this wide ranging definition of what I would call traditional, old-fashioned investigative journalism as practised by the *Sunday Times* Insight Team, individual members such as Phillip Knightly (Knightley, 1997) and later, journalists such as David Leigh, former investigations editor of *the Guardian*, who most memorably investigated (over more than 20 years) alleged bribery in the arms trade, one result of which was a prison term, for perjury, for the former defence minister Jonathan Aitken (Harding, Leigh and Pallister, 1997).

A fellow advocate of what I would call the ‘traditional’ school of investigative journalism, David Northmore, claims his book *Lifting the Lid: A Guide to Investigative Technique* (1996) was the first published in the UK on the subject of investigative research and journalism. He writes:

The process of investigative research, therefore, is a matter of understanding how these organisations and institutions [eg. law-enforcement agencies, local government authorities, central government departments and the like] work; the nature of the individuals behind the decision-making process; the whereabouts of that existing documentation; and the basic methodology for undertaking an investigation.

The ‘investigative’ element is simply an attitude of mind – of not being prepared to be fobbed off by bureaucrats, and being determined to explore in some detail the workings of organisations that wield power in what is, essentially, a democracy. (Northmore, 1996, pp 19,20)
For Northmore, investigative journalism also has a political purpose. ‘If the maxim “For knowledge itself is power” is true, then the process of investigative research is absolutely essential to the process of social change.’ (Northmore, 1996, p 47)

On the personal attributes required of an investigative journalist – whether inherent or acquired, and which I strive to maintain – he writes:

The most important personal trait that must be possessed by anyone undertaking investigative research or journalism – whatever the reason or motive – is personal integrity. Such a trait is usefully combined with objectivity, tenacity, a sense of morality and an overwhelming compassion to pursue all the facts that are necessary for establishing a substantial truth. Specifically, the motivation behind the researcher’s actions should include the following elements:

- A controlled sense of outrage.
- The acknowledgement that the best chance of success in investigative research is through a fair and ethical investigation that lacks any hint of party political interest.
- A strong belief and conviction that an honest, direct and balanced approach is the only way to deal with sources and investigative subjects, and is also the only way to ensure credibility as an investigative researcher (and, indeed, as a journalist or campaigner).
- Patience and confidence that an honest, persistent and systematic enquiry will eventually unearth the truth or otherwise provide evidence of maladministration, misconduct, corruption or some other malfunction of an official body or private institution.
- The ability of the researcher to stand back periodically from the object of the enquiry and view it in human terms; has the researcher been fair in his/her dealings with the sources of the research and, indeed, with the object of the research itself?
- The ability and willingness of the researcher to admit that he or she has made a mistake and was wrong on a matter of fact or perspective; and to take the necessary steps to correct the record without delay where there has been a significant error or distortion of the truth. (Northmore, 1996)
The origins of the term investigative reporter or journalist are unclear but the description seems to have entered the ‘public lexicon’, as O’Neill (2011) puts it, in the late 1950s and 1960s, significantly earlier than All the President’s Men, the book of the Watergate scandal was published by Bernstein and Woodward in 1974. In his chapter in the book Investigative Journalism: Dead or Alive? (Mair and Keeble, 2011), Eamonn O’Neill quotes from an interview in 2006 with Bob Greene, then aged 77, saying he and other journalists were using the term in the late 1950s and 1960s.

Some journalists argue that all good journalism should be investigative. In an article in British Journalism Review in September 1998, Bruce Page, a member of the Sunday Times Insight team from 1964 to 1976, writes: ‘Investigative technique is the foundation on which everything in journalism rests.’

In his 1982 book Interpretative Reporting Curtis MacDougall writes:

The investigative reporter is like any other kind of reporter, only more so. More inquisitive, more sceptical, more resourceful and imaginative in knowing where to look for facts, more ingenious in circumventing obstacles, more indefatigable in the pursuit of facts and able to endure drudgery and discomfort. (p 227)

In The Universal Journalist (2011), David Randall argues there are four distinguishing features required to justify the term investigative journalism: original research; the subject involves wrongdoing or negligence for which there is no published evidence; someone is trying to keep the information secret; and the stakes are high.

Alan Rusbridger, editor of the Guardian, draws a distinction between investigative and exposure journalism and gives his view on what constitutes the public interest. ‘What’s the public interest in a cricketer having a love romp in a hotel room or a rugby player having smoked cannabis 20 years ago? But if elected representatives are arguing a case in Parliament but not revealing that they are being paid to do so, then that strikes at the heart of democracy. That’s public interest; this is an easy distinction.’ (de Burgh, 2008, p 15)

De Burgh (2000) discusses the importance of a moral dimension of investigative journalism. He writes: ‘To summarise, investigative journalists attempt to get at the truth where the truth is obscure because it suits others that it be so; they choose their topics from a sense of right and
wrong which we can only call a moral sense; but in the manner of their research they attempt to be \textit{dispassionately evidential.}’ (My italics.)

That is an important alternative phrase to objectivity.

\subsection*{4.1.4 Objectivity}

The \textit{Oxford Dictionary of Journalism} (Harcup, 2014) has a comprehensive definition of objective journalism:

\begin{quote}
Journalism that separates the reporting of facts from the journalist’s (or news organisation’s) own comment or opinion. Objectivity is often spoken of in the same breath as impartiality, although the two concepts are not necessarily the same: impartial reporting is more concerned with fairness, neutrality and balance, whereas objective reporting is taken to mean an attempt at establishing accuracy (or even completeness). Objectivity is associated with the Enlightenment, which involved the rational and systematic pursuit of knowledge based on observation, evidence, and testing rather than on emotion, expectation, or prejudice.
\end{quote}

Harcup points out that within journalism objectivity is often held up as an ideal, particularly in the US, ‘even among those who believe that absolute objectivity is impossible to achieve because any form of selection and mediation necessarily has the effect of simplifying (and distorting) the complex and often messy realities of life’.

However, the dictionary points out, opinionated journalism was the norm in early newspapers, with objectivity only gradually adopted from the second half of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century. Harcup contrasts objectivity with advocacy journalism, the alternative media, gonzo journalism, oppositional reporting, the journalism of attachment and subjectivity.

In the US muckraking as a journalistic genre first appeared in the first two decades of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century in leftist magazines such as \textit{McClure’s, Collier’s} and \textit{Cosmopolitan} (Aucoin, 2007).

Muckraking journalists report abuses of the capitalist system to stimulate ‘righteous indignation’ in the American middle class and urge an organised response that will demand reforms (Tichi, 2004). Aucoin (2007) cites the seminal \textit{Muckraking and Objectivity: Journalism’s colliding traditions} (Miraldi, 1990), which argues that modern reporting split from muckraking when it embraced the journalistic tradition of objectivity. In contrast, leftist magazines such as \textit{The Nation}, founded in 1865, \textit{Mother
Jones and Ramparts continued to publish polemical ‘journalistic narratives [which] shape or narrow the kinds of truths that can be told’ (Ettema and Glasser, 1988).

But the notion of objectivity became mainstream in American newspapers and it is the ideal standard of ‘pure’ journalism I aspire to. As Schudson writes: ‘The belief in objectivity is a faith in “facts”, a distrust of “values”, and a commitment to their segregation.’ (Schudson, 1978)

Until researching this dissertation I was convinced that I was firmly in the school of objective journalism – start with and open mind, follow the facts and the evidence.

After following the story of the Satanic panic and the dangers of false memories of sexual, including Satanic abuse, being implanted by bad therapy, for more than 20 years, I think I have become less dispassionate and more angry as an individual and as a journalist about the damage caused by zealots who persist in the belief of the Satanic cult child sexual abuse conspiracy and the recovered memory therapy industry.

De Burgh (2008) suggests what motivates investigative journalists. ‘They want to affect the way we see events or to make us care about something we have not thought about before; tell us what is and is not acceptable behaviour; champion the weak; accuse the guilty.’ (p 19)

He quotes Phillip Knightley in a 1999 interview on why he felt motivated to spend five years of his life on the thalidomide investigation: ‘At first journalistic interest … then, when I had met a victim, moral indignation, outrage … at the sheer effrontery of men who could put pecuniary interest before their victims’ lives.’ (p 17)

Like Knightley, I began my investigation into the existence of Satanic ritual abuse out of journalistic interest. What was the evidence? During the course of the following 24 years investigating the Satanic ritual abuse myth and the recovered memory therapy industry, I also felt anger at lack of logic and common sense of so-called professionals promoting dubious theories and therapies, and latterly moral indignation at the injustice of false allegations.

I finally lost all ‘dispassion’ and objectivity when researching the background to the tragic case of Carol Felstead (alias Myers) for an article published in Private Eye in November 2011 which references a website set up by her family www.justiceforcarol.com. Carol died in ‘mysterious circumstances’, surrounded by medication, in 2005, after 20 years being treated by NHS and private psychiatrists and therapists who convinced her she was a victim of sexual abuse which never occurred by a Satanic cult which never existed (Waterhouse, 2011).
I believe the ideal for an investigative journalist is to be objective, or perhaps dispassionately evidential. But my own experience has shown me, there sometimes comes a point, when as a journalist you have crossed the line to moral indignation and outrage.


The Journalism of Outrage attempts to summon righteous indignation not merely at the individual tragedy but also at the moral disorder and social breakdown which the tragedy represents. Often, though not always, this form of journalism finds the blame for the suffering of innocent victims in the incompetence, indifference or illegal behaviour of public officials and agencies. And typically it demands, at least implicitly the response of the public and officials to the breakdown and disorder. This genre of journalism can, of course, be a force for social reform. But more fundamentally it is a ritual of moral commitment and renewal.

But, as Glasser and Ettema discuss in Investigative Journalism and the Moral Order (1989), the tension for investigative journalists, between ‘righteous indignation’ – a term they attribute to Ida Tarbell as ‘an anthem to the muckrakers’- and custodians of conscience, and yet their idealised role as a ‘detached observer of fact’, has never been resolved.

4.1.5 Method

Bob Woodward has succinct advice for would-be investigative journalists in an interview published in Investigative Journalism: Dead or Alive? (Mair and Keeble, 2011). On the question ‘Where do we get our information?’ he describes three ‘tracks’: people, documents and (relating an anecdote from his editor early in his career) ‘get your ass out of the chair and get over there’. This is particularly important in today’s internet age when journalism students need to be prised away from their computer screens to go out and talk to people and observe for themselves.

In his book on investigative technique, Spark (1999) quotes several well known investigative journalists. John Ware, formerly Panorama, told him: ‘Half the battle is looking at information and saying: What does this all mean? What are the key questions? The trick is knowing the right
questions to ask. Once you’re confident you know the right questions, you can try one way to get an answer and, if that’s blocked, try another.’

TV programme maker Bernard Clark warns against assuming too readily that someone is crooked and dangerous and re-aligning the facts to support the case. ‘You have to step back and say: “Is what I’m doing here fair? It would be a better story doing it like this, but is it right?”’ Spark quotes Christopher Hird advocating a classic methodology: ‘1. Get everything we can anywhere in the public domain (libraries, Companies House and so on). 2. Establish a chronology of events. We often see connections not seen before. 3. Relentlessly look up everybody who might know something.’

In December 2012 Hird became managing editor of the Bureau of Investigative Journalism, a non-for-profit venture based at City University London, to fund public interest investigative journalism. In talks to students on the MA in Investigative Journalism course at City University, in February and September 2013, Hird told students the process he followed in conducting investigations was 1) hypothesis; 2) analysis; and 3) synthesis. In his September talk he elaborated that many investigations begin with an ‘evidential clue’ which might lead to a hypothesis.

Hird recommends a handbook, *The Hidden Scenario: Plotting and Outlining Investigative Stories* by Luuk Sengers and Mark Lee Hunter (2012). This proposes that on beginning an investigation you start with a hypothesis, which then has to be interrogated. During the latter talk I questioned Hird about whether it was proper to begin with a hypothesis or, alternatively, an open mind. He argued a hypothesis was not a prejudice, not a closed mind, but, as with scientific method, you still need an open mind, you test the hypothesis and you need to be able to accept it might be wrong. In the case of my investigation into the Satanic abuse and false memory controversy, I most certainly began with an open mind. I wanted to know: What’s the evidence for the existence of Satanic abuse? And later: What’s the evidence for the validity of recovered memories? And later still: What’s the evidence for the diagnosis of multiple personality disorder. It was only on the basis of my extensive investigations and years of research of the academic literature and in-depth interviews that I developed hypotheses about each of these scenarios – that Satanic ritual abuse was a myth, recovered repressed memories were probably very rare and the diagnosis of MPD/DID was a professional ‘fad’ (McHugh, 1995, Frances and First, 1998, Paris, 2012, Frances, 2013). See especially, ‘The Woman with 48 Personalities’, in *New Scientist* (Waterhouse, 2013).
4.1.6 Ethics and investigative techniques

I would hope that this dissertation makes crystal-clear the journalism I aspire to is public interest only, with a fundamental ethical core. It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to explore the literature on journalism ethics. But I hope it goes without saying that ethical journalism is central to my own practice and also my teaching and Ethics for Journalists (Keeble, 2009) is required reading:

Ethical inquiry is crucial for all media workers – and managers. It encourages journalists to examine their basic moral and political principles; their responsibilities and rights; their relationship to their employer and audience; their ultimate goals. Self-criticism, and the reflective, questioning approach are always required. And journalists need to be eloquent about ethics and politics, confident in articulating and handling the issues – and imaginative in their promotion of standards, both individually and collectively. (p 1).

The journalism submitted for this PhD by prior publication, conducted over the last 24 years, has been based on rigorous investigative research. It is forensic, evidence-based detective work; tracing back to source, finding all known previously published research and documents; digging, comprehensive questioning, building up a forensic chronology of events and people involved; investigating what’s the story behind the news; examining Kipling’s famous questions: Who? What? Where? When? and – my favourites – How? and Why? Often I would tape record telephone conversations, for evidence and accuracy, justified by the public interest defence provided by the codes of practice relating to print and broadcast media referred to below.

Occasionally I have used subterfuge and secret recording, which, as Harcup (2014) points out, is an infrequently used but legitimate technique to obtain evidence of wrong-doing.

Later in this analysis I relate how I paid a researcher to go ‘undercover’ for a day at a conference for people who believe they suffer from multiple personality disorder, now re-named dissociative identity disorder, and people who counsel them. As I report, following my extensive reading of the research into these diagnoses, most often made after prolonged sessions of ‘recovered memory therapy’ I was sceptical about the validity of the diagnosis and also concerned about the dangers of such therapy for vulnerable patients suffering from mental health problems. The conference was organised by a new organisation in the UK, the Campaign for the Recognition and Inclusion of Dissociation and Multiplicity. I was then researching an investigation into recovered memory therapy, MPD and DID for New Scientist magazine (Waterhouse, 2013).
The researcher was a former student, then in her mid-twenties, working as a freelance journalist, who by then had worked as an undercover reporter on several TV documentaries for an independent TV production company that specialises in sending reporters undercover to expose wrongdoing. I am aware there are strict guidelines governing subterfuge, secret filming and secret recording, all of which can be justified in the public interest – for print, the Code of Conduct of the National Union of Journalists and the Code of Practice of the Press Complaints Commission (at the time of writing, to be replaced by another regulatory body), and for broadcast, the BBC’s Producers’ Guidelines and the Ofcom Code.

For this project there was clear public interest in sending a researcher undercover to find out what was being said during the day’s conference. Journalists were not allowed to attend because the main organisers, whom I had investigated over many years, were highly suspicious of a sceptical media.

During several long meetings I fully briefed the researcher; she adopted a cover story of being a young woman feeling distressed and disturbed and anxious that she may be suffering from multiple personality disorder. She used two mobile phones to record the proceedings and gave me a transcript. The sound was not perfect but the speeches and conversations provided a revealing insight into the campaign and the very vulnerable people attending and speaking.

In *Subterfuge as Public Service* (2005) Michael Bromley asks: ‘Is investigative journalism the pinnacle of journalism or is it no more than an excuse to snoop and spy?’ He explores the potentially conflicting aims and motives of media organisations chasing readers and ratings and the claimed idealism of investigative journalists in the post-Watergate era:

Media organisations, such as local television stations in the US, believed they could exploit the public appeal of spy cam reports, and perhaps they even valued the *cachet* of labelling packages ‘investigative’ – but without accepting the presumption that aggressive, adversarial reporting targeted the sources of power in society to reveal ‘the reality of outrageous civic vice, and by implication, the possibility of enhanced virtue in the conduct of public affairs’ (Ettema and Glasser 1998: 7). In these circumstances, undercover journalism could seem uncomfortably close to prurient peeping or secret police operations, both of which mocked the very public morality investigative reporting was supposed to be informing (Greenslade, 1999). This situation represented the conflicts evident in the idealisation of investigative journalism. Idealisation is taken here to indicate the tendency to abstract, and to exaggerate the supposed advantages or ignore the perceived deficiencies of, a phenomenon.
For journalists, Bromley writes:

Investigation was no less than ‘real journalism’ (Bernstein cited in Carter and Allen, 2000:133). More than the apogee of practice, it embraced the ideology of freedom of the press, and formed a crucial element in journalists’ claim to professionalism – as ‘scientific researchers’ bound by factivity and objectivity (Longstaff in The Media Report 2003; Newton 1999:143). It involved the heroic ‘exposure, by whatever means, of someone doing something unethical, immoral and downright illegals … [of] conmen, criminals and the downright evil who blight our lives’ (Alford 1999:3).
4.2 How my work relates to the academic literature in the field of psychology on false memories and multiple personalities

4.2.1 The ‘memory wars’

In the worlds of psychiatry, psychology and psychotherapy the debate over whether people can recover long buried memories of traumatic events such as childhood sexual abuse or whether all or some such memories are false – encouraged by self-help manuals or ‘implanted’ by well-meaning but misguided therapists using questionable techniques – is polarised.

In 1999 Sapolsky wrote:

Lives have been destroyed over this incendiary issue – either those of the trauma victims (in one interpretation), left to wait decades for justice because of the workings of memory, or, in the counterview, those of the victims of false accusations, consumed in this season's witch-hunt. Civil war has nearly broken out among neuropsychologists over this issue, so let me tread lightly here – I will simply say that I have seen no scientific evidence for how such recovered memories might work, no supposed cases of it documented to be legitimate in a way that should satisfy a rigorous scientist, and plenty of scientific explanations for why various claims have not been legitimate. (Sapolsky 1999)

In 2003 Richard McNally wrote: ‘How victims remember trauma is the most divisive issue is psychology today’.

In 2011 the ‘civil war’ was still raging. In reporting an online survey of therapists’ experiences of, and beliefs about, recovered memories, Satanic abuse and dissociative identity disorder, James Ost et al wrote:

The last 15 years have witnessed one of the most contentious debates in the history of psychology (Brainerd and Reyna, 2005). This debate, referred to by some as the ‘memory wars’ (Crews et al, 1995; McHugh, 2008), centred on the validity of claims made by adults that they had recovered memories of childhood sexual abuse that they had previously been unable to recall (Davies and Dalgleish, 2001; Geraerts et al 2008; McNally, 2003).

While the majority opinion was that sexual abuse of children was more prevalent than had previously been thought, psychological opinion concerning the validity of claims based on recovered memories was divided on two key points. The first was whether individuals cope with traumatic experiences such as sexual abuse by blocking out conscious memory of the
abuse (Brown et al, 1999, commentaries, McNally, 2003, Piper and Merskey, 2004, Piper et al, 2008). The second was whether certain therapeutic techniques might contribute to an individual developing a belief, or apparent memory, about having been sexually abused as a child when no such abuse had occurred. This was far from being a dry academic debate – the legal implications were and still are substantial. (Ost et al, 2011)


Professional bodies are careful to tread a middle path. The American Psychological Association advises (2011) that experienced clinical psychologists state the phenomenon of a recovered memory is possible but rare and also that it is possible to construct pseudo-memories for events that never occurred. ‘The mechanism(s) by which both of these phenomenon happen are not well understood and, at this point it is impossible, without other corroborative evidence, to distinguish a true memory from a false one.’
4.2.2 Research reviews: false memory

One of the earliest reviews of research on the ‘false memory’ debate, by Jacqui Farrants (1998), provides a thorough critique of the early, much-cited studies:

A long history of research on human memory documents the extent to which misleading suggestions can distort recall of events (Lindsay and Read, 1994). In a classic study, Loftus (1993) led five subjects to believe over a period, with the use of misleading and suggestive questioning, that a particular event occurred, for example that they had been lost in a shopping mall as a child. Loftus concluded that it is indeed possible to implant false memories that can be as vivid, internally coherent and detailed as true memories, and that repetition of the erroneous suggestions can lead to an acceptance by the subject of their truth. This she referred to as the ‘misinformation effect’ and Ceci and Loftus (1994) found such memory for non-events and the subjects’ staunch belief in their reality to be far from rare. However this study is not without its critics.

It has been argued that studies such as these reveal nothing helpful to the study of memories of abuse. (Pezdek, 1994)

Caution needs to be exercised in generalising the Loftus study to other situations, as it has been criticised for manifold methodological flaws (Brown, 1995). Only five subjects took part in the experiment, all of whom were relatives or friends of the researcher, and no control subjects were used. This may introduce a confirmatory bias, something of which Loftus, herself, accuses memory recovery therapists. While the misinformation effect may provide some support for the notion that memory can be distorted through suggestive questioning, the extent to which entirely new memories can be created has been questioned … Toon et al (1996) dismiss the shopping mall study as irrelevant to the understanding of recovered abuse memories.

As Wright, Ost and French wrote in 2006, Loftus and Pickerell repeated the ‘lost in the mall’ study with a larger sample (1995), and other researchers showed that with a little encouragement (Ost, 2006), ‘it was possible for participants to come to report relatively unusual events, events occurring in the first few days of life, medical procedures that never happened and negatively charged events … The case studies we discuss later provide strong evidence that it is indeed possible to implant false memories of extremely traumatic events.’
One of the outcomes of research into false versus recovered memories is a landmark report, *Guidelines on Memory and the Law*, by the research board of the British Psychological Society, chaired by Martin A Conway (2010). This sets out key points, which attempt to straddle the two camps of believers and sceptics:

Memories are records of people’s experiences of events and are not a record of the events themselves. In this respect, they are unlike other recording media such as videos or audio recordings, to which they should not be compared.

Remembering is a constructive process. Memories are mental constructions that bring together different types of knowledge in an act of remembering. As a consequence, memory is prone to error and is easily influenced by the recall environment, including police interviews and cross examination in court.

Memories typically contain only a few highly specific details. Detailed recollection of the specific time and date of experiences is normally poor, as is highly specific information such as the precise recall of spoken conversations. As a general rule, a high degree of very specific detail in a long-term memory is unusual.

Recall of a single or several highly specific details does not guarantee that a memory is accurate or even that it actually occurred. In general the only way to establish the truth of a memory is with independent corroborating evidence. (p 2)

In a more recent article, on being an expert witness, Conway argues that ‘of course’ there is no such thing as false memory ‘syndrome’, just a vast body of literature on how false memories can be created (Conway, 2013).

And in a recent review of literature on false memories, in a collection of articles in the *Sage Handbook of Applied Memory* (2013), Newman and Garry write:

These studies tell us that memories are not an objective, unyielding imprint of the past, but a subjective, pliable patchwork of experiences, thoughts, and daydreams.

Studies have shown that Post-event information (PEI) [eg supplied by friends and trusted sources such as a therapist] is crafted to expose some people (but not others) to misleading suggestions about certain aspects of the event ... The finding that people incorporate inaccurate PEI into their memory reports is known as the misinformation effect (Loftus and
Hoffman, 1989). Over the last four decades, hundreds of experiments conducted in laboratories all over the world have demonstrated that people often unwittingly adopt misleading suggestions as their own memories.

Considered as a whole, the vast misinformation effect literature shows that information we encounter after an event can invade us, as Loftus said, ‘like a Trojan horse’, precisely because we do not detect its influence (Loftus, 2007, p 4). It is the ease with which it hides in plain sight that makes it so dangerous, and its consequences so serious.

4.2.3 Recovered memories, multiple personalities, alien abductions and Satanic abuse.

Combining the concepts of recovered memories – including alien abductions and Satanic ritual abuse – and multiple personalities, Nicholas P Spanos, Cheryl A Burgess and Melissa F Burgess (1994) write:

People sometimes fantasise entire complex scenarios and later define these experiences as memories of actual events rather than as imaginings. This article examines research associated with three such phenomena: past life experiences, UFO alien contact and abduction, and memory reports of childhood ritual Satanic abuse. In each case, elicitation of the fantasy events is frequently associated with hypnotic procedures and structured interviews which provide strong and repeated demands for the requisite experiences, and which then legitimate the experiences as ‘real memories’. Research associated with these phenomena supports the hypothesis that recall is reconstructive and organised in terms of current expectations and beliefs... The large majority of patients who eventually receive a multiple personality disorder diagnosis do not display symptoms of multiplicity and are unaware that they have alter identities before entering treatment with the therapist who ‘discovers’ their multiplicity (Kluft, 1985). Moreover this ‘discovery’ frequently involves the use of highly leading hypnotic interviews in which patients are explicitly informed that they have alter personalities and attempts are made to communicate directly with these alters, learn their names, their functions, and so on ...

In their 2004 review of literature on multiple personality disorder, later redefined as dissociative identity disorder, ‘The Persistence of Folly’, Piper and Merskey write:

The literature shows that 1) there is no proof for the claim that DID results from childhood trauma; 2) the condition cannot be reliably diagnosed; 3) contrary to theory, DID cases in children are almost never reported; and 4) consistent evidence of blatant iatrogenesis
appears in the practices of some of the disorder’s proponents. Conclusions: DID is best understood as a culture-bound and often iatrogenic condition.

In their ‘Review of Published Research on Adult Dissociative Identity Disorder from 2000-2010’, published in January 2013, Guy Boysen and Alexandra VanBergen summarise the polarised arguments over whether DID is a valid psychiatric condition.

Fierce debate about DID emerged during the 1990s. Some individuals supported the veracity of DID as a post traumatic reaction to childhood abuse (David Gleaves, 1996), and others characterised DID as a culture-bound social phenomenon largely caused by treatment (Scott Lilienfeld et al, 1999; Nicholas Spanos, 1994); this controversy was never resolved. In fact there is currently a disagreement about DID’s basic status as an accepted scientific concept. Some have argued that DID is a ‘folly’ that cannot be accepted scientifically because of lack of research (Piper and Merskey, 2004; Harrison Pope et al, 2006, Harrison Pope et al 2007), while others argue that DID is an accepted and well-researched concept in the field of psychopathology.

In their latest paper (2012), Steven Lynn, Scott Lilienfeld and colleagues suggest a middle route.

We propose a perspective on dissociation based on a recently established link between a labile sleep-wake cycle and memory errors, cognitive failures, problems in attentional control, and difficulties in distinguishing fantasy from reality. We conclude that this perspective may help to reconcile the posttraumatic and sociocognitive models of dissociation and dissociative disorders.

From my research, the most prolific author of research and books as a proponent of belief in recovered memories, multiple personalities, Satanic ritual abuse and alien abduction is a Canadian psychiatrist, Dr Colin Ross (eg 1990, 1994, 1995, 1997, 2009).

Another long-time supporter of the concept of MPD and DID is David Spiegel (e.g. 1984, 1986, 1994, 2006, 2011), who successfully campaigned for DID to be retained in the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). In a 2011 paper Spiegel et al wrote: ‘There is a growing body of evidence linking the dissociative disorders to a trauma history, and to specific neural mechanisms.’

In an uncompromising criticism of the concept of DID and its inclusion in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, arch-sceptic Joel Paris, a Canadian psychiatrist, wrote in late 2012:
DID, once considered rare, was frequently diagnosed in the 1980s and 1990s, after which interest declined. This is the trajectory of a medical fad. DID was based on poorly conceived theories and used potentially damaging treatment methods. The problem continues, given that the DSM-5 includes DID and accords dissociative disorders a chapter in its manual ... DID is a psychiatric fad ... Only DSM-5 has failed to notice that this diagnosis fails to meet criteria for a valid diagnosis. (Paris, 2012)

In an earlier critique of the DSM-III and subsequent revisions Peter Butler goes even further, questioning the scientific validity of the entire manual, published by the American Psychiatric Association in July 1980. This, he explains, ‘embodied a switch in emphasis from the broadly conceived psychobiological perspective that had informed its immediate predecessor, DSM-II, (1968 [and] introduced an official (if somewhat guarded) definition of mental disorder, outlined a multiaxial system for diagnostic evaluation, and attempted to provide detailed behavioural criteria for each of its 256 individual diagnostic categories’.

Butler argues the APA’s adoption of a ‘radically new diagnostic taxonomy’ and ‘sweeping realignment of conventional psychiatric classification and the way the DSM was re-positioned as a scientific document’, represented ‘an almost dizzyingly audacious grab for professional jurisdiction and privilege’.

Butler concludes:

The DSM is very much a theoretical document, and as such has been shaped by the shared beliefs of the invited participants in its work groups and advisory committees. Moreover, almost all the decisions that have found their way into individual diagnostic classifications have been based around group consensus and entrenched clinical practice rather than objective evidence. While, by itself, this form of decision making can be defended, the cloaking of ‘expert consensus’ in the value-neutral rhetoric of ‘normal science’ is, at best, misleading... Unfortunately, when the DSM-III was first adopted by the APA, psychologists proved extraordinarily susceptible to its patina of scientific precision... As a discipline, psychology proved unable to respond cohesively or effectively to its professional implications, its sterility, or its scientific dishonesty. (Albee, 1990)
4.3 How my work relates to the academic literature in anomalistic psychology (the study of weird beliefs)

Anomalistic psychology is ‘the psychology of weird experiences that people have and the beliefs that are associated with them’ (French, interviewed by Waterhouse in the Guardian, 2008). It involves the study of how and why people believe things happened to them when there is no corroborating evidence. It is highly relevant to my investigations into Satanic abuse and also false memories and survivor stories (French and Stone, 2014, Grossman and French, 2010; French, 2008; Hood, 2009; McNally, 2003).

An extreme example is people who believe they have been abducted by aliens. I would place the phenomena of the Satanic ritual abuse myth and reported alien abduction in the same category – people who believe the unbelievable (Hood, 2009). In Supersense: Why We Believe in the Unbelievable, Bruce Hood provides a refreshingly clear explanation for why, even within the same family, there can be believers and non-believers. He describes the distinction made by psychologists between the two processes of reasoning – intuitive and analytical.

According to Christopher French, professor of psychology and director of the Anomalistic Psychology Research Unit at Goldsmiths, University of London, and former editor of the Skeptic magazine, the position of the anomalistic psychologist and true sceptic remains – no evidence has been found to corroborate these stories, so far.

In the course of investigating the Satanic panic over the years I have tried to maintain this position. Journalists should be sceptical, but not cynical. As French stated in an interview with me, reported in the Guardian (2008): ‘To be properly sceptical you have to be open to the possibility you might be wrong, and willing to be persuaded by evidence. Scepticism is not about dismissing claims before you look at the evidence. It’s about saying, show me the evidence.’

So when relating my journalism to the anomalistic psychology of weird beliefs I have reflected on several questions: how can people believe they have been abducted by aliens? Or been sexually abused by Satanic cults? Or have 100 personalities?

Researchers have looked for answers in science – from neuro-science, in the study of the activities of the brain, to psychology and the phenomenon of ‘sleep paralysis’; from the nature of memory to dubious methods of psychotherapy – involving hypnosis and drugs – implanting false memories.
Thalbourne’s Australian sheep and goat scale of beliefs (2010) examines the psychological differences between people who believe in the paranormal (sheep) and those who don’t (goats). Thalbourne was citing parapsychologist Gertrude Schmeidler, on her research into believers in extrasensory perception (ESP), and she was citing Matthew 2:31-33 on judgment day.

In an early paper, Factors Underlying Belief in the Paranormal: Do sheep and goats think differently? (1992), French wrote: ‘Even if paranormal forces do not exist, cognitive biases in human information processing would lead many people to believe they do ... the article examines the possibility that believers in the paranormal, (sheep), maybe more prone to them [cognitive biases] than disbelievers, (goats).’

In Thinking Fast and Slow (2011), Daniel Kahneman describes an alternative to sheep and goats – System 1 (thinking fast) and System 2 (thinking slow), concepts originally proposed by psychologists Keith Stanovich and Richard West, who later adopted the terms Type 1 and Type 2.

Kahneman writes: ‘System 1 operates automatically and quickly, with little or no effort and no sense of voluntary control. System 2 allocates attention to the effortful mental activities that demand it, including complex computations. The operations of System 2 are often associated with the subjective experience of agency, choice and concentration.’

Kahneman writes: ‘Those who avoid the sin of intellectual sloth could be called ‘engaged’. They are more alert, more intellectually active, less willing to be satisfied with superficially attractive answers, more sceptical about their intuitions. The psychologist Keith Stanovich would call them more rational.’ (p 46)

In Remembering Trauma (2003), Richard McNally wrote (p 232) how the Harvard psychiatrist John Mack (1994) has reported, most of the 200 UFO ‘experiencers’ he studied recovered their memories of alien abduction while undergoing hypnosis or ‘quasi-hypnotic procedures’ designed to regress to moment of abduction. McNally wrote: ‘The methods of helping people remember alien abduction are identical to those of recovered memory therapy.’

McNally and colleagues assessed ‘alien abductees’ who recovered memories with other clinicians. They found the typical abductee had a long standing interest in ‘New Age’ beliefs such as reincarnation, alternative healing, ‘energy’ therapies, telepathy, and astrology. Nearly all described themselves as being spiritual, though no longer practicing mainstream religion.
In a paper ‘The Psychological Aspects of the Alien Abduction Experience’ (Cortex, 2008), following a five-year study of 19 people in the UK who believed they were abductees, or had had encounters with extra-terrestrials, French concluded the ‘experiencers’ have a different psychological profile to people who did not claim to have had these experiences.

As I reported in the Guardian (Waterhouse, 2008), the research found experiencers have higher levels of paranormal belief, paranormal experience, self-reported psychic ability and fantasy proneness, more vivid imaginations, a greater tendency to hallucinate and more self-reported incidences of sleep paralysis. As I wrote: ‘Sleep paralysis is a scientifically accepted condition. It usually happens between sleeping and waking, when the sufferer experiences a terrifying feeling of being paralysed, unable to move or speak, while an unidentifiable horror lurks in the dark. Six of the experiencers had undergone hypnotic regression, which French believes can implant false memories. Abductees showed higher levels of dissociativity (a tendency to switch off or have altered states of consciousness, such as out of body experiences and missing time episodes) and absorption (an ability to lose themselves in some activity such as watching a movie or reading a novel.’

Sleep paralysis as an explanation for the alien abduction experience is the theory put forward several researchers including Spanos (1993), (cited by Susan Blackmore in ‘Abduction by Aliens or Sleep Paralysis?’, Skeptical Inquirer, 1998). She conducted research to test the findings of a poll by the Roper Organization in the US published in 1992. This claimed that 3.7 million Americans had certain ‘indicator’ experiences and therefore had probably been abducted by aliens. The paper, published privately and sent to nearly 100,000 psychiatrists, psychologists and other mental health professionals, was given added credibility in its introduction by John Mack, professor of psychiatry at Harvard Medical School, claiming hundreds of thousands of American men, women and children ‘may’ have experienced UFO abductions.

The figure of 3.7 million was an extrapolation based on 5,947 adults questioned about whether they had experienced certain events: 119 people (2 per cent) responded positively. Since the population represented by the sample was 185 million, the total number was 3.7 million. Experiences included leaving the body, flying through the air, seeing or dreaming of ghosts or UFOs, and waking up paralyzed with a sense of a strange person or presence in the room. In ‘Abduction by Aliens or Sleep Paralysis?’, Blackmore reported that her study of 126 school children and 224 undergraduates (in Bristol, UK)
showed knowledge of aliens was related more to watching television than having the relevant experience. And, she concluded: ‘I suggest that the best explanation for many abduction experiences is that they are elaborations of the experience of sleep paralysis.’


‘Pseudo-scientific’ beliefs are proliferating because, for many people, science isn’t working,’ she wrote. Many people are on a quest to find truth and meaning. ‘The stories we tell ourselves are … a function of what we want to believe. Motivational and emotional considerations as well as intellectual factors are involved in the construction of autobiographical narratives.’

Newman and Baumesier (1996) suggest believers are seeking ‘escape from ordinary self-awareness’, rather like ‘masochistic fantasies’.

Michael Shermer, in *Why People Believe Weird Things* (1997), has a simple but very compelling theory. ‘More than any other, the reason people believe weird things is because they want to. It feels good. It is comforting. It is consoling.’ They might want immediate gratification, and go to a psychic; or for simplicity, morality and meaning they turn to God. Shermer cites a 1996 Gallup poll: 96 per cent of American adults believe in God, 90 per cent in heaven, 79 per cent in miracles and 72 per cent in angels (*Wall Street Journal*, 30 January 1996).

Answering another question which has long puzzled me, Shermer writes: ‘Smart people believe weird things because they are skilled at defending beliefs they arrived at for non-scientific non-smart reasons.’ (Shermer, 1997, p297)

Smart in one field but not another. Why would a Harvard professor of psychiatry believe hundreds of thousands of Americans have been abducted by aliens? Perhaps because he has published research based on the research subjects he has hypnotised, saying they have? Or why would an expert in cognitive neuro-psychology, Professor John Morton, of the Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience, University College London, believe in self-proclaimed multiple personality ‘survivor’ Kim Noble’s 20 personalities, as described in her 2011 memoir, *All of Me*, or the 100 fractured altered states as she told the *Guardian*, and endorse the rear cover of her book, describing her as the ‘British gold standard for the extreme end of Dissociative Identity Disorder’? Perhaps, because, (according to Kim Noble’s own website), she is one of his research subjects?
Shermer writes of theories, hypotheses, hunches, biases, prejudices amounting to ‘confirmation bias’. ‘We then sort through the body of data and select those most confirming what we already believe or ignore or rationalise away those that are disconfirming.’

In an interview with the Skeptic volume 22, issue 3 by Kylie Sturgess, ‘On the Origins of Supersense’, Bruce Hood provides a compelling insight.

Whilst culture and indoctrination play a role, it can’t be the entire explanation because even within the same family you can have believers and non-believers ... This might reflect a way that we rely on either our intuitive reasoning about the world or a more analytical, rational way of seeing the world. We have both ways of thinking – this is a typical distinction made by psychologists, we talk about the two processes of reasoning – one is intuitive and one is analytical.

The intuitive system probably operates very early in development, whereas the more rational, analytical system is one which comes much later in development and can be honed and fine-tuned through education. But within everyone there are two systems. The real difference between the believers and the non-believers is the extent to which the non-believers can suppress or inhibit the tendency to rely on intuition. But it never entirely goes away. (Sturgess, 2010)

For the extreme zealots – especially the mental health professionals and therapists – who continue to believe in the notions of Satanic ritual abuse, alien abduction and mind control, despite a total absence of corroborating evidence, I think other explanations are needed.

Will Storr, in his book The Heretics: Adventures With the Enemies of Science (2013), has concluded they have constructed a narrative, a story about themselves, in which they are heroes, and blinkered by ‘confirmation bias’.

My evolving theory, first suggested to me by Michael Bromley, professor of international journalism at City University London, includes this: the bandwagon of believers displays the same defining features as a cult: secretive, paranoid, insular, seeking only confirmatory ‘evidence’. And as I have struggled to understand why these people can continue to believe, I can also see the scenario of Clancy and Storr – the construction of narratives, in which they are the heroes, the likes of Valerie Sinason, Joan Coleman founder of the UK organisation Ritual Abuse Information, Network and Support and the Satanic abuse roadshow, battling the sceptics, like me.
Then some rather more human and base motives came to mind. Not to lose face. The historic zealots have staked their reputations on it. From Valerie Sinason in the UK, (Sinason, 1994, 2002), and the late Bennett G Braun and David Spiegel in the US, early contributor to book edited by Braun, *Treatment of Multiple Personality Disorder* (1986) and Spiegel, latterly main cheerleader for DID to remain in *DSM-5*, published in May 2013.

One of the most vociferous critics of DID as a valid diagnosis is Allen Frances, chairman of *DSM-IV*. In his book, *Essentials of Psychiatric Diagnosis*, published by the Guilford Press in May 2013, Frances writes: ‘Fads in psychiatric diagnosis start with an exciting idea; a group of charismatic and gullible therapists then promotes it and a growing army of suggestible and theatrical patients dramatizes and spreads it.’ Frances argues there was also a profit motive, that MPD became a ‘‘cottage industry’ with weekend workshops turning out ‘newly minted experts’ on dissociation, creating increasing numbers of ‘alters’ or ‘multiples’ in patients in newly established long term and expensive inpatient units. ‘The game was up when insurance companies stopped paying the bills.’

In the UK we have not had the costly litigation that in the US has consigned to the fringes recovered memory therapy, the diagnoses of MPD/DID and the notion of Satanic ritual abuse. Other explanations are needed for these continuing practices and beliefs among psychologists and therapists.

In *House of Cards* (1994), Robyn M Dawes argues that increasingly professional clinical psychologists (and I would argue, other types of therapist) have not benefitted from empirical, research-based scientific training and instead claim expertise based on experience:

> The illusion of learning from experience arises because professionals often can recall or cite specific instances in a way that creates feedback that is *consistent* but irrelevant. A professional notes that a majority of people who have a problem (say, neurosis) also have a characteristic ‘diagnostic’ of that problem (say, recall of unhappy incidents in childhood … The relatively consistent association between the problem and the characteristic leads to the invalid conclusion that those with the characteristic will probably have the problem. No. The frequency with which people who have the problem also have the characteristic is *not* equivalent to the frequency with which people with the characteristic also have the problem. A vast majority of people who can recall unhappy incidents in childhood are *not* neurotic. (p125)
Dawes argues the psychology profession – and increasingly society – has come to view a person’s development as being influenced by the ‘tyranny of childhood’:

Acceptance of this belief is to their advantage; after all, if the locus of the problems is childhood and its effects are tyrannical, then interminable talking about childhood while paying a handsome fee to the listener must be the only way to escape the tyranny. Again, I am not claiming that mental health professionals propagate this belief deliberately to make money, but again, what works is reinforcing and evolves. Many scientifically orientated mental health professionals, by contrast, have come to understand the misguided intuitions and the distortions of retrospective memory that underlie this belief.’ (p223)

4.4 How my work relates to the academic literature on moral panics

4.4.1 Definitions

A definition of the term moral panic in the online Oxford dictionary, (2013) is: ‘An instance of public anxiety or alarm in response to a problem regarded as threatening the moral standards of society.’

Stanley Cohen’s 1972 book, Folk Devils and Moral Panics: the Creation of the Mods and Rockers, is commonly the most cited book credited with expanding on the concept and developing a theoretical model of moral panics. In this he examined the media, political and societal reaction to an incident of a violent clash between, essentially, bored teenagers, who the media dubbed ‘mods’ and ‘rockers’, at a seaside town, Clacton, at Easter 1964.


Sure enough, McLuhan uses the term, but without any further explanation or elaboration. In chapter nine, ‘The Written Word, an Eye for an Ear’, he writes: ‘Our Western Values, built on the written word, have already been considerably affected by the electric media of telephone, radio and TV
Perhaps that is the reason why many highly literate people in our time find it difficult to examine this question without getting into a moral panic.’

While researching, online, the origin of the phrase ‘moral panic’ I discovered a fascinating ‘peer to peer’ article on a blog (bestthinking.com) from January 2013, by Dr Mike Sutton, Reader in Criminology at Nottingham Trent University, in which he claims to debunk the ‘myth’ that British criminologists invented the concept of moral panics. He cites an article in the US–based Quarterly Christian Spectator, by An Association of Gentlemen (1830), Vol.II A,H Maltby. New Haven, New York. He quotes: ‘Do they not speak as men do on other subjects, when they express activity? And is it not the natural language of these expressions that the mind is as far as possible from stagnation, or torpor, or “moral panic”?’

Sutton writes in the abstract

From where and when the term moral panic originated remains unknown. However, freely available search engine technology reveals that it was published earlier by ‘an Association of Gentlemen’ in the USA at least as long ago as 1830. Therefore despite 45 years of claims made by British criminologists that we Brits invented both the term and the concept of moral panic, the truth is that both have been in use throughout the last 183 years in the USA and throughout Europe.’ Sutton writes that the term moral panic has been used in the 19th century and throughout the 20th century to ‘depict problematic event speculation which means that neither McLuhan, Young nor Cohen invented the basic concept of moral panic in the 1960s.

However, Sutton acknowledges that Cohen, professor of sociology at the London School of Economics who died in January 2013, was ‘most renowned for successfully popularising the concept of moral panic’.

In his 1971 paper Young writes:

Suddenly, dramatically, the public are aware of a new social problem... The media, then – in a sense – can create social problems, they can present them dramatically and overwhelmingly, and, most important, they can do it suddenly. The media can very quickly and effectively fan public indignation and engineer what one might call ‘a moral panic’ about a certain type of deviancy. Indeed because of the phenomenon of over-exposure – such a glut of information in a short time on one topic that it becomes uninteresting – there is
institutionalized into the media the need to create moral panics and issues which will seize the imagination of the public.

Because of the implosion of the mass media, we are greatly aware of the existence of deviants, and because the criterion of inclusion in the media is newsworthiness it is possible for moral panics over a particular type of deviance to be created by the sudden dissemination of information about it.

The other famous study is Stuart Hall et al's book, *Policing the Crisis* (1978), which examines the media coverage of a spate of crimes which were previously classed as theft or robbery with violence, re-labelling them as ‘mugging’ and thus fuelling a moral panic.

In *Moral Panics and the Media*, Chas Critcher writes:

It is agreed that moral panics are about morality, with the deviant groups or object constructed to enable a simplified dichotomy between good and evil ... it must involve a perceived threat to the moral order as a whole rather than a merely localised problem. It must ultimately cast this threat in the most basic terms of good and evil. Moral panics focus on inherent deviance which embodies evil, so threatening the moral order (2003, p 144). Citing Thompson (1998), describing moral panic theory as ‘a key sociological concept’, Critcher writes: ‘At first I naively thought my aim was to ‘prove’ whether or not moral panics existed but came to realise that moral panic was not a thing but an abstract concept, a model of a process’ (p 2, my italics).


The past offers numerous examples of collective behaviour during which widespread, fearful rumors and accusations about dangerous deviants resulted in false accusations of crime against many innocent people. Various terms have been used to label this form of collective behaviour: persecution, with-hunt, scare, and panic. The classic example is the European witch-hunt. (p 541)

Victor cites Ben-Yehuda (1980) who writes that from the early 14th century until the mid 17th century continental Europeans executed between 200,000 and 500,000 ‘witches’ (p 541). The precise number of victims remains unclear however, as Brauner, 1995, writes: ‘Although nineteenth-century
historians speculated that as many as nine million died, estimates now range from 60,000 to 200,000 with 100,000 the most commonly accepted figure. Between 75 per cent and 90 per cent of those executed were women’ (p 5).

Regardless of the numbers, Victor goes on:

How is it possible that a moral panic could be caused by widespread accusations of crime, lacking in evidence that the criminals even exist? The key insight is that accusations of crime are a claims-making activity. False accusations can construct imaginary deviants, when social control authorities systematically legitimise the accusations ... False accusations are a necessary part of a moral panic. (p 549)

4.4.2 Models of moral panic theory


The opening paragraph of *Folk Devils and Moral Panics*, which identifies six stages of a moral panic, is justifiably famous among sociologists:

Societies appear to be subject, every now and then, to periods of moral panic. A condition, episode, person or groups of persons emerges to become defined as a threat to societal values and interests; its nature is presented in a stylised and stereotypical fashion by the mass media; the moral barricades are manned by editors, bishops, politicians and other right-thinking people; socially-accredited experts pronounce their diagnoses and solutions; ways of coping are evolved (or more often) resorted to; the condition then disappears, submerges or deteriorates and becomes more visible. (Cohen, 1972, p 9)

Goode and Ben-Yehuda are from a very different sociological tradition to Cohen that has generally been hostile to the concept of ‘moral panic’. As Critcher writes:

In the USA, debates about the kinds of issues called moral panics in the UK have been dominated by a distinctive approach called social constructionism. Such work rarely cites the concept of moral panic. ‘Scare’ and ‘panic’ appear as descriptive term – even sometimes in the titles of major works – but they are not substantial concepts (Critcher, 2003, p 20).
Goode and Ben-Yehuda (1994) seek to relocate moral panics within a social constructionist approach. The originators of social constructionism are Spector and Kitsuse (1977).

The other model of moral panics analysed by Critcher is that presented by Goode and Ben-Yehuda in *Moral panics: The Social Construction of Deviance* in 1994. He quotes them:

Moral panics are differentiated from both social problems generally and specific moral crusades. Social problems differ from moral panics in lacking folk devils, panicky reactions or wild fluctuation of concern. Moral crusades are initiated by moral entrepreneurs, using the issue as a vehicle for their own interests. To become a moral panic, a crusade has to mobilise a wider constituency with a variety of interests. The crusade is an organised agitation, the moral panic a contingent alliance of interests. Such distinctions reveal the essential common characteristics of moral panics, five defining ‘elements or criteria’ (Goode and Ben Yehuda, 1994, p 33).

Critcher lists their five ‘distinguishing attributes’ of moral panics.

*One: concern.* Any moral panic involves a ‘heightened level of concern over the behaviour of a certain group or category and the consequences that the behaviour presumably cause for the rest of society’...

*Two: hostility.* Moral panics exhibit ‘an increased level of hostility toward the groups or category regarded as engaging in the behaviour in question’ [NB Satanists]. Members are ‘collectively designated as the enemy, or an enemy, of respectable society’ whose behaviour is seen as ‘harmful or threatening’ to the values, the interests and even existence of society, ‘or at least a sizeable segment’ of it. The threat must be attributed to ‘a clearly defined group or segment of the society’... Folk devils, constructed through a process of stereotyping, are essential to a moral panic.

*Three: consensus.* In a moral panic it is not enough for some agents to express concern and hostility; it must resonate in society ... The consensus need not be universal or even national; it may be limited to some groups or some regions. But ‘a substantial segment of the public must see threat in that condition for the concern to qualify as a moral panic’ (1994:35).

*Four: disproportionality.* This is the foremost characteristic since ‘the concept of moral panic rests on disproportionality’...
Disproportionality is evident where ‘public concern is in excess of what is appropriate if concern were directly proportional to the objective harm’ …

Five: volatility. It is proposed that ‘by their very nature, moral panics are volatile; they erupt fairly quickly (although they may lie dormant or latent for long periods of time, and may reappear from time to time) and nearly as suddenly, subside…

Critcher asserts: ‘The general case is that these five criteria must all be met for any case to be termed as a moral panic. This is in essence what we shall call an attributional model of a moral panic; cases lacking the attributes are not to be understood as moral panics.’

4.4.3 Satanic ritual abuse and moral panic

So did the international Satanic ritual abuse scares and interconnected recovered memory movement – bringing with it the epidemic of diagnoses of multiple personality disorder – amount to a moral panic?

Cohen, who died in 2013, thought it did. In his introduction to the third edition of *Folk Devils and Moral Panics*, in 2002, he wrote:

> Another episode was more fictitious and one of the purest [my italics] cases of moral panic. Superimposed on the very real phenomenon of childhood sexual abuse and incest, came the ‘recovered memory’ of childhood incest: bitter debates about the existence of repressed (and recovered) memories of childhood sexual abuse. In these therapeutic interstices, came the story of ‘ritual child abuse’, ‘cult child abuse’ or ‘Satanic abuse’. In around 1983, disturbing reports began circulating about children (as well as adults in therapy who were ‘recovering’ childhood memories) alleging they had been sexually abused as part of the ritual of secret, Satanic cults, which included torture, cannibalism and human sacrifice. Hundreds of women were ‘breeders’; children had their genitals mutilated, were forced to eat faeces, were sacrificed to Satan, their bodies dismembered and fed to participants – who turned out to be family members, friends and neighbours, day-care providers and prominent members of the community. Claims-making for various parts of this story joined conservative Christian fundamentalists with feminist psychotherapists. (Cohen, 2002, p xv)

A decade earlier (1992) Philip Jenkins and Daniel Maier-Katkin, took a similar position:
In the last decade, there have been many allegations about the prevalence of occult or ‘Satanic’ criminality, which is believed to be involved in many offences ranging from vandalism to child abuse and serial murder. Some have advocated the creation of specialised police units to combat the supposed threat. On the other hand, most of the alleged evils are very poorly substantiated, and highly questionable statements have been widely circulated. In fact, the current concern about the occult appears to have all the hallmarks of a classic moral panic, where a peripheral issue is suddenly perceived as a major social menace.

In The ‘Satanism Scare’ in New Zealand: The Christchurch Civil Creche Case, in Sexuality Down Under, (2005), the British-born sociologist Michael Hill also views the Satanic panic, recovered memory movement and diagnosis of multiple personality disorder in the category of moral panic.

‘This chapter will show that events in Christchurch were the direct result of a moral panic that was imported from the United States... It is clear that 1980 was a key year in precipitating the ‘Satanism scare’ imported to New Zealand ten years later.’ Citing the publication of Michelle Remembers and the inclusion of MPD in the DSM-III Hill wrote: ‘In 1980, two books were published which produced the ‘explosive amplification’ that led directly to the moral panic.’ Hill writes:

Gustav Henningsen uses the phrase ‘explosive amplification’ in relation to the early modern witch hunts to characterise the ‘temporary syncretism of the witch beliefs of the common people with those of the more specialised or educated classes’ (in The Witches Advocate: Basque Witchcraft and the Spanish Inquisition, Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1980, p 391).

In her analysis of the American Satanic daycare centre scare, Mary deYoung (1998) clearly sees this as a moral panic, but argues that Cohen’s classic moral panic theory needs to be updated to account for ‘empowered folk devils’ – the accused daycare workers and their supporters who fought the charges – and the views of society which were polarised into believers and sceptics. In her 1999 conference paper, ‘The Devil Goes Abroad: The Export of the Ritual Abuse Moral Panic’, deYoung states:

Moral panic theory is in need of refinement. First, an updated theory must take into consideration the multi-mediated nature of the postmodern world that is the context of contemporary moral panics. The intricate web of relations between various interest groups, the nature of their sometimes contradictory discourse, and the international venues in
which those claims are presented and contested must be part and parcel of moral panic theory. (deYoung, 1999)

Anthropologist Jean La Fontaine is perhaps the most authoritative and influential researcher to argue that moral panic theory alone does not account for what she terms the ‘epidemic’ of Satanic abuse allegations in the UK. In her 1998 book, *Speak of the Devil*, about her government-funded investigation into 84 alleged cases in the UK, La Fontaine argued there were more subtle but important forces at work, such as power struggles within the social work profession and later, within psychotherapy:

The extreme nature of the allegations in the case of Satanic abuse, and the absence of corroborative evidence to indicate that what was being alleged had actually happened, requires more explanation than the explanation in terms of moral panics can give it.

Fundamentalist tales of Satanic rituals draw on deep-seated cultural images of evil, that show continuity with the ideas underlying the witch-hunts of early modern Europe ...
Further, the ideas are comparable (though not identical) to witch-beliefs in other parts of the world, described in this century. (La Fontaine, 1988, p 22)

In his analysis of whether the Satanic abuse scares in the US and the UK were moral panics, Critcher (2003) cites Philip Jenkins in *Intimate Enemies* (1992), who seems to support the theory that the ritual abuse scare in the UK was a moral panic.

Ritual abuse had no basis in reality: a panic had been manipulated into existence out of literally nothing’ (Jenkins 1992, p 187). Jenkins assumes that the ‘panic’ was generated by social workers and their allies but they later became the focus of attack.

Under the heading ‘Moral Panic Analysis’ (p 96) Critcher reviews the most high-profile researchers on the American daycare scare and seems to accept that the events did amount to a moral panic.

For Jenkins and Maier-Katkin (1992, p 62) the Satanic scare consisted of a ‘tissue of improbable charges’ from ‘unreliable witnesses’ creating a ‘classic moral panic’. Religious fundamentalist claims were endorsed by social work and mental health professionals, psychotherapists, lawyers and police officers (Bromley 1991; Richardson *et al*, 1991a; deYoung 1998).
Comparing the Satanic abuse claims in Britain and the US, Critcher writes:

Though the themes of child abuse were similar ... the events were not. American claims makers had more organization, skills and credibility. The whole cultural climate seemed more susceptible to the acceptance of outrageous claims. Child abuse issues could therefore more easily assume the form of moral panics.

Later (p 128) Critcher is unequivocal:

The clearest example of the USA exporting a ready-made panic was Satanic abuse. Victor (1998) notes that the allegations about Satanic abuse spread from the USA to the UK, Canada, the Netherlands and Germany in the late 1980s and to Australia, New Zealand, Sweden, Norway and Denmark in the 1990s.

Critcher cites Victor (1998) suggesting Satanic abuse accusations spread because of a number of common factors including similar structures of strategic occupations – medical and mental health professionals, clergy, police, journalists – fundamentalist Christian and feminist movements. He also cites Richardson, (1997) who, as I have referenced earlier, referred to anti-Satanist ‘missionaries’.

In his paper ‘The Social Construction of Satanism’ (1997: 77) Richardson writes: ‘The development of a virulent anti-Satanist movement in the US has, as one of the consequences, led directly to the spread of concern to other countries receptive to ideas from the US and culturally attuned to American society. This represents a form of cultural diffusion of an American-derived moral panic and hysteria.’

Anti-Satanism and campaigns against the occult certainly featured in the British outbreak of the Satanic panic evidenced by literature sent to me in the course of researching the Making of a Satanic Myth, and later, including campaign material from an organisation called Christian Response to the Occult, and the Reachout Trust, which claimed to help young people ‘escape’ from the occult. A chronology compiled by one of my early sources, Christopher Bray, who runs an occult bookshop in Leeds, reveals dozens of local newspaper stories starting in 1986 featuring anti-cult campaigners warning of the dangers of the occult. The first article to warn of Satanic child abuse was published in the Colchester Evening Gazette, in January 1988, featuring an interview with ‘Satan’s cop’ Sandi
Gallant from San Francisco police department – which was cited by me in a story in the *Independent* on Sunday, 16 September 1990, under the headline ‘Satanic cults: how the hysteria swept Britain’ (Waterhouse 1990d).

Critcher (2003) seems to accept the events in the USA did amount to a moral panic, but seems doubtful whether events in the UK fit the models, particularly regarding the role of the media. But in his chapter on the role of the media Critcher misinterprets the attitude of most of the British media in the six months or so after the NSPCC briefing on Satanic abuse. ‘On ritual abuse, attempts to make claims and define the issue by quite disparate groups – Christian fundamentalists, social workers, pressure groups for children and some feminists – were summarily dismissed by the press’ (p 135).

This is a fundamental mistake. As I have written, there was an important anti-Satanism campaign in the local press from 1986, and in the immediate aftermath of the NSPCC briefing about Satanic ritual abuse, in March 1990, the majority of the national media reported the claims as fact. It took almost six months before widespread scepticism set in. This was after my *Making of a Satanic Myth* investigation in August 1990 and also after the Rochdale allegations of Satanic child abuse broke and police announced there was no evidence.

And so in my analysis of events in the UK, since the late 1980s, up until late 1990, the Satanic abuse scare could be seen to include some key elements of a moral panic. By ignoring this period and focusing on the later role of the media in attacking social workers rather than studying the origins of the Satanic abuse stories in the UK, sourced to the chief claims-makers, from 1986 up to autumn 1990, Critcher has missed a key anti-Satanism period – such as the role of the media and moral entrepreneurs – which could be seen to fit *loosely* with the moral panic models of Cohen and Goode and Ben Yehuda.

**4.4.4 Aftermath**

The American daycare Satanic ritual abuse scare can *loosely* be viewed in the context of the theories and definitions of moral panic proposed by Cohen (1972) and Goode and Ben-Yehuda (1994). The outbreak of the Satanic panic in the UK, involving allegations that children were being sexually abused in Satanic rituals by devil worshippers from within and outside their families – was initially sparked by subsequently identifiable claims-makers and spread by the media and in books such as
those by journalist Tim Tate, *Children for the Devil* (1991), and Andrew Boyd, *Blasphemous Rumours* (1991), and bore some, if not all, hallmarks of a moral panic.

After the La Fontaine report of 1994 found no evidence to substantiate the claims of Satanic abuse in the 84 allegations she investigated, all dating from between 1987 and 1992, the story faded away. But it resurfaced nearly a decade later, in 2003, when police charged nine adults of sexually abusing children on the Scottish island of Lewis.

After the arrests, the case was widely reported in the media as involving a paedophile ring. Because of my contacts, chiefly among groups of campaigners against false allegations, I was made aware that the allegations were in the context of Satanic rituals but that the police did not reveal this publicly, possibly because such claims had been discredited after the La Fontaine report in 1994.

When the case against the Lewis accused was thrown out by the Scottish Crown Office in July 2004 because of lack of evidence, I exclusively reported the Satanic abuse hidden agenda in a feature for the *Guardian*, ‘It Was Like a Witch Hunt’ (Waterhouse, 2004), and also acted as a consultant on a *Newsnight* film, timed to coincide with the *Guardian* feature.

I tried to discover how the Satanic panic returned. During an investigation for the *Daily Mail* (Barton and Waterhouse, 2005,) conducted with staff reporter Fiona Barton, working from interviews with some of the accused and on transcripts from the police interviews with one of the accused, we established that the allegations of Satanic rituals all originated from the mother of the three allegedly abused girls. It transpired the mother had epilepsy and learning difficulties and had herself been sexually abused by her father as a teenager. One accused man freely admitted to being a pagan. His paganism was a central focus of his police interviews. How and by whom the notion of Satanic abuse was introduced to the mother we never established. This remains a puzzle to me to this day. Was she in some sort of therapy? Was she a member of a church whose members believed in Satanic abuse?

Whether the Satanic panic and its crossover with the recovered memory movement amounted to a moral panic remains subject to some esoteric debate. Their origins and initial high profile given in the media certainly bear some hallmarks of a moral panic. But I am still uncertain. Certainly the initial outbreaks were spread by claims-makers and disseminated in the media – but then the stories died away.
Can a moral panic last 40 years – from the publication of *Sybil* in 1973 to a minority belief today in the reality of Satanic abuse, recovered memories and multiple personality disorder/dissociative identity disorder? In the US there has been no mass media coverage of any of these issues since the late 1990s. In the UK, media interest has been sporadic, and most of it sceptical (Waterhouse, *Private Eye, passim*; Storr, 2011, 2013).

In fact, as I wrote in my *New Scientist* feature (Waterhouse, 2013), the tenor of most coverage in the US has been sceptical since the late 1990s following a series of multi-million dollar lawsuits against therapists, brought by members of families falsely accused of sexual abuse and former patients who have belatedly realised they did not have multiple personalities and their memories were implanted by the therapists.

In the UK, a lead story in the *Sunday Express* in January 2013, suggesting that the late Jimmy Savile, (then the subject of more than 450 allegations of sexual abuse dating back to the 1950s), was a Satanist and assaulted girls in Satanic rituals – a story debunked by me in *Private Eye* (Waterhouse, February 2013) – was not followed up in the mainstream media. The sole source of this ‘Satanic Savile’ story was Valerie Sinason, a Harley Street psychotherapist, who was one of the first claim-makers in the UK who persists in promoting the notion of Satanic abuse, recovered memories and multiple personalities (Waterhouse, *Eyes passim*, notably ‘Justice for Carol’, Waterhouse, 2011; ‘Devil woman’, 2012; ‘Familiar Ritual’, 2013). Scepticism about Satanic abuse is now almost universal in the UK media. But, I tentatively suggest, the hundreds of allegations, which have surfaced since the ITV documentary ‘Exposure: The other side to Jimmy Savile’, in October 2012, of widespread indecent assaults and sexual abuse of young girls by celebrities and politicians, dating back decades, have some hallmarks of a moral panic in that they involve morality and a sense of panic, fuelled by the NSPCC, the police and prosecutors and the media.

However, as I very recently discovered, in ‘The Myth of Moral Panics’, published in September 2013, criminologists Bill Thompson and Andy Williams argue stridently against moral panic theory, describing it as ‘a sociological insult thrown at horror-headlines that the author did not like’ and criticised its ‘lack of theoretical and analytical integrity’.

Thompson and Williams argue the ‘must have’ features in Cohen’s ‘three phase, nine element’ moral panic model are also germane to many other social conflict situations, and they claim that, with the exception of Hall *et al* in *Policing the Crisis*, 1984, ‘no one else has ever uncovered a moral panic as Cohen defined them: the societal-wide projection of subconscious fears onto a group of folk devils.
during a symbolic boundary crisis following horror-headlines about a precipitating event, amplifying the deviancy and increasing the control culture in the process’.

When those working in other disciplines discovered that it took a lot less research time or analytical effort to boost one’s publication record by sticking the label on any reaction they did not like, moral panic became one of the most successful academic fads in history. (p 2)

On reflection I can see that the theoretical concept of a moral panic as it is sometimes used in the context of say, the Satanic panic, or the explosion of allegations of historic abuse, does not fit precisely with Cohen’s definition. For example, in these cases, it is not clear who are the folk devils, or what deviancy is being amplified. As a journalist and true sceptic (as defined by Chris French), prepared to be persuaded by evidence, I will need more time to analyse their arguments.
Part 5 – Analysis of data evidence or outcomes

Since the outbreak of the international Satanic panic, numerous researchers and official inquiries have concluded there was no corroborating forensic evidence to substantiate the existence of Satanic ritual abuse. Outlining how tales of Satanic ritual abuse originated in the US and spread to Canada, the Netherlands, the UK, elsewhere in Europe and Australasia, deYoung (1999) writes:

What links these fantastic and far-flung vignettes is a moral panic about the Satanic ritual abuse of young children.... Its rapid dispersion was unimpeded by sundry international investigations that found no evidence to corroborate the allegations and warned that it is indeed a moral panic that is thrusting them into professional and public attention.

For an historical perspective of what remains today of the remnants of the Satanic panic, Philip Jenkins’s Intimate Enemies: Moral Panics in Contemporary Great Britain (1992) offers a prophetic analysis.

Of the several panics outlined in this book, ritual abuse is the only one that can be said to have effectively ceased and to have been almost wholly discredited among media and policy makers. However, this does not mean that the concept itself has perished entirely. Some of the original claims-makers remain active, and the essential ideas of a ritualistic threat have been sufficiently publicised that they may well survive in the public consciousness until they re-emerge in some form as components of a future problem. (p 193)

Despite the continuing total absence of corroborating evidence, anywhere in the world, a minority of childcare professionals, including police officers, social workers, psychotherapists and counsellors, still persist to this day in the belief that Satanic ritual abuse exists.

Apart from the 2003 arrests on the Scottish island of Lewis (see above), the most prominent case was in Italy. In September 2011, five people including three female teachers from a school at Rignano Flaminio, outside Rome – two of them grandmothers – were put on trial accused of sexually abusing, in the context of Satanic rituals, children as young as three. In May 2012, the first-instance judge acquitted all the defendants, ruling there was no case to answer. In November 2012 the judge issued the ‘statement of grounds’ for the acquittal of the five defendants which stated essentially that there is only circumstantial evidence (‘prove indiziare’) against them. The lawyer representing the parents of the allegedly abused children has said he will appeal.
In adult psychotherapy, psychology and psychiatry today a belief that adults can recover long buried ‘repressed’ memories of childhood sexual abuse, including Satanic ritual abuse, and that those patients sometimes suffer from dissociative identity disorder, formerly multiple personality disorder, persists among a minority of practitioners. Generally it is these people I have written about in my occasional series in *Private Eye* magazine under the headline ‘Satanic Panic’ (Waterhouse, *Eyes passim*).

A search of the internet using the terms ritual abuse and Satanic abuse brings up several organisations including RA-info.org, which lists dozens of conferences around the world; Ritual Abuse Network Scotland; safeline.org; endritualabuse.org. A book edited by James Randall Noblitt and Pamela Sue Perskin, *Ritual Abuse in the 21st Century* (2008) features contributions from the most prominent claims-makers around the world.

The vast majority of academic researchers have long since concluded that Satanic ritual abuse is a myth. Official government funded reports following investigations in the US and UK, both published in 1994, established there was no corroborative evidence. (See La Fontaine, 1994; Goodman, Qin, Bottoms and Shaver, 1994.)

As for the diagnosis of multiple personality disorder, now redefined as dissociative identity disorder, there still remains a hard core of believers. The latest version of the psychiatrists’ handbook, the fifth edition of the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, DSM-5* (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), retains the diagnosis of DID.

But the overwhelming majority of researchers are sceptical about the validity of the MPD/DID diagnosis, and few who consider it valid in some circumstances believe the condition to be at all widespread.

Allen Frances and Michael First, respectively former chairman and editor of *DSM-IV*, wrote in their 1998 book: ‘We do not deny altogether the existence of DID and together have seen what we believe to be three genuine cases in 45 collective years of practice. However, we are worried that the current over-diagnosis of multiple personality is an illusory fad that leads to misdiagnosis and mistreatment and does a disservice to the vast majority of patients who fall under its sway.’
The MPD diagnosis began to die out after a succession of successful multi-million dollar lawsuits against therapists in America brought by former patients who realised their memories were false. Many cases were fought by or co-ordinated by Dr Chris Barden, a lawyer and psychologist. As a result, the epidemic of MPD and DID was, if not halted in the US, slowed in its tracks.

Nevertheless, there is no room for complacency. In the UK there is a growing movement led by a Campaign for the Recognition and Inclusion of Dissociation and Multiplicity, launched in 2011, to have DID accepted as mainstream, the diagnosis accepted by NICE, the National Institute for Clinical Excellence, and for long-term funding of treatment by the National Health Service (Waterhouse, 2013b). In March 2013 the campaign held its second national meeting, in London, attended by around 200 ‘survivors’ and therapists claiming to suffer from DID. According to a researcher I paid to ‘go undercover’ for the day, survivor stories included graphic accounts of Satanic abuse, alien abduction and mind control.

On balance, having read scores of academic papers and dozens of books on the concepts of repression, recovered memories and multiple personalities, and from my own investigations over more than 20 years, I am highly sceptical.

Two cases in particular have made indelible impressions on me and strengthened this scepticism. The first is the tragedy of Carol Felstead, who died in mysterious circumstances in 2005. From medical records obtained through the Freedom of Information Act, her family have pieced together evidence showing she suffered torment and became suicidal during 20 years in therapy where she recovered ‘memories’ and became convinced that she had been a member of a Satanic cult, with her parents the high priest and high priestess, and that she harboured multiple personalities, (Waterhouse, 2011). The second is a case I investigated for New Scientist, a Canadian woman we gave the pseudonym ‘Carol’, who recovered and later retracted memories she acquired in therapy – of being a victim and perpetrator of Satanic abuse, having been impregnated by an alien during a Satanic ritual and killed her child for sacrifice (Waterhouse, 2013b).

As I told the audience at a talk in October 2013 at the Anomalistic Psychology Research Unit at Goldsmiths College, University of London, I am not a psychologist. I am a journalist and my job is to investigate and report the evidence, as we currently know it. As Chris French, director of this unit, has stressed, a true sceptic has to be prepared to be persuaded by evidence. To date I have seen no convincing evidence for the existence of Satanic ritual abuse, as classically defined by La Fontaine (1994).
In recent anonymous letters to *Private Eye*, in response to some of my articles, believers have cited three cases they claim to be ‘evidence’ for the existence of Satanic ritual abuse. In Germany in February 2002 Manuela and Daniel Ruda, described in court as ‘self-styled devil worshippers’, admitted the ‘ritual Satanic killing’ of a friend. They were ordered by the judge to be detained in a secure psychiatric unit.

In March 2011 Colin Batley, his estranged wife Elaine Batley, his lover, a prostitute, and another man described in court as a ‘non-cult member’ were convicted at Swansea crown court of a series of sexual assaults against children and young adults in the town of Kidwelly. The prosecution said Batley, also convicted of rape, was a ‘self-styled high priest’ of a ‘quasi-religious’ Egyptology-inspired occult cult.

At Truro crown court in December 2012, Peter Petrauske and Jack Kemp were convicted of sexual offences against children, in Petrauske’s case including rape. The men were said to have donned robes and carried pagan paraphernalia. The prosecution said they ‘used the cloak of paganism’ to commit the offences but they were ‘not pagans but child abusers’.

I am at the time of submission working on the Kidwelly case and hope to publish if it becomes possible. Meanwhile, in response to my *Private Eye* correspondents I cite La Fontaine’s definition of ritual, not Satanic, abuse: ‘These are cases where self-proclaimed mystical/magical powers were used to entrap children and impress them (and also adults) with a reason for the sexual abuse, keeping the victim compliant and ensuring their silence. In these cases the ritual was secondary to the sexual abuse which clearly formed the primary objective of their perpetrators.’ (La Fontaine, 1994).

On the question of false memories, academics and clinicians from the worlds of psychiatry, psychology and psychotherapy remain polarised on the evidence for repression and recovered memories. For a reasoned overview on these I turn to researchers who are on the sceptical side of the fence, Wright, Ost and French (2006).

The argument is critical for the science of memory, but also for thousands of people who have either recovered memories or have been accused of abuse on the basis of such memories, not to mention the families and friends of all concerned. We believe: that what appear to be newly remembered (i.e. recovered) memories of past trauma are sometimes accurate, sometimes inaccurate, and sometimes a mixture of accuracy and inaccuracy; that much of what is recalled cannot be confirmed or disconfirmed; that because of these two beliefs, reports of past trauma
based on such recovered memories are not reliable enough to be the sole basis for legal
decisions.
Part 6 – Critical appraisal of previous work

6.1 Responses to my work

I have appended critical appraisals from Jean La Fontaine, professor emeritus of social anthropology, London School of Economics, and Michael Hill, emeritus professor of Sociology, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand, who are familiar with my journalism.

I have also appended a list of citations of my journalism.

In one of the earliest citations and critiques of my ‘thorough investigative reporting’, Jeffrey S Victor (1991) wrote:

In the fall and winter of 1990, a case of alleged ritual abuse created sensational newspaper stories in England, making headlines throughout that country. The case clearly illustrates the way that the collective behavior of the Satanic cult scare gives rise to witch hunts for ritual sex abusers of children.

However, after some more thorough investigative reporting, the attitude of the news reports and that of law enforcement agencies shifted toward concern about the parents and their children taken from them, perhaps unjustly by bureaucratic agents of government (Waterhouse, September 16, 1990; September 23, 1990; September 30, 1990; October 7, 1990) …

The thorough investigative reporting of several newspapers, particularly The Independent, revealed the social dynamics which led to the creation of allegations of ritual abuse in Rochdale (Waterhouse, September 16, 1990; September 23, 1990; September 30, 1990; October 7, 1990). Initially, in 1988, several social workers with a Christian fundamentalist charity became concerned about ritual abuse after reading some American materials about the so-called ‘signs’ of ritual abuse. Some of them went to the US for training in how to identify ritual abuse. Later, back in England, they organised several conferences on the topic, which helped to popularise the Satanic cult conspiracy theory of ritual abuse. American ‘experts’ in ritual abuse were brought in as guest speakers, because the English social workers felt that the Americans were more informed about how to uncover these crimes …

For a contemporary analysis of the Satanic panic, and my role as a journalist in questioning the evidence, I refer to a recent book, The Myth of Moral Panics, by criminologists Bill Thompson and
Andy Williams, who describe how the media coverage of claims of Satanic abuse changed dramatically, from credulity to scepticism, particularly during the Orkney case in early 1991. They wrote:

The media set out to extricate itself from its uncritical coverage on the NSPCC’s claims by pouring all over Orkney. This coverage bore no relationship to the standard horror-headlines. It was conducted by the UK’s best journalists, such as Rosie Waterhouse and Barbara Jones, and they dug deep. The former, for example, uncovered that Orkney was not the first Scottish case, but was modelled on one in Ayrshire, where the parents had been jailed [Independent 14.4.1991]. No one had heard about it because of confidentiality clauses ‘protecting’ children from publicity (Waterhouse, 1991, ‘The Secret Bungalow of Child Interrogation’; Thompson and Williams, 2013, p 194).

6.2 Conclusion

For a critical appraisal of my published work, I think, a concise overview of the journalism I submit for this PhD by prior publication, over the last 24 years, is: I dug deep. On reflection, I conclude that my investigations provide evidence for the concept of moral panics created through an ‘explosive amplification’ of anecdote, social and official concern about issues such as child abuse, spread by ‘claims-makers’ and a globalised mass media. Although sporadic claims of Satanic abuse continue I conclude there is still no corroborating evidence.
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Appendix 1: Critical appraisals

A Jean La Fontaine

Rosie Waterhouse is an impressive journalist. Her method of work is finding out the facts behind any issue and her conclusions are demonstrably based on the evidence in an unusually scientific manner. She was, I think, the only journalist in Britain who, when she found out that allegations about the Satanic abuse of children that were sweeping the country in the late 1980s and early 1990s were not supported by evidence, had the courage to go against the majority of her colleagues and make this public. Her article ‘The Making of a Satanic Myth’ was original, factual, extremely well argued and preceded the publication of my more academic research which came to similar conclusions. Her work thus added considerably to the public’s knowledge about moral panics and the mechanics of construction of public fantasy.

The investigation that led her to this conclusion was by any academic standard, thorough and rigorous. In pursuing connected issues of ‘recovered memories’ and ‘multiple personality disorder’ subsequently she has not altered her commitment to empirical research and careful analysis. This is of considerable importance in a period where much academic writing is of a speculative and introspective nature, largely abandoning the commitment of science to the elucidation of datA As the motto of London School of Economics has it, the academy aims ‘to seek the causes of things’.

In recent years Rosie has been almost the only journalist to keep alive the serious doubts about ‘recovered memories’ until support is beginning to be given her by authoritative work on the issue by academics. More to the point, the work is being given publicity which it might not have obtained had the controversy not been kept alive by her series in Private Eye. She has consistently reminded the public that allegations are not evidence and that additional proof and explanation must be offered before an allegation should be accepted as a true record.

Rosie Waterhouse has undoubtedly contributed to knowledge in more than one discipline and her conclusions advance sociological and psychological understanding. Few Ph.D s can claim more, some not as much.

J S La Fontaine, B A Ph D (CantaB ), (Hon)Ph.D Linkoping, Ph.D (Univ) Open University, D Litt (Hon) Goldsmiths, London

Professor Emeritus of Social Anthropology, London School of Economics
B Mike Hill

The scholarly journalism of Rosie Waterhouse is of the finest standard and provides a robust and reliable examination of an area fraught with heated controversy. I can personally attest to the contribution which her work has made to my own research on the ‘Satanism scare’ as it migrated to Australia and New Zealand. Her first newspaper and magazine articles in the early 1990s presented an impressively argued and evidence-based response to many of the wild but widely accepted claims about the alleged Satanic abuse of children and in doing so succeeded in injecting a note of sanity into the debate. She was tackling a moral panic which had erupted in North America in the 1980s, spread to the UK a few years later, and reached the Antipodes in the late 80s and early 90s. Though the prevailing response to such Satanic claims is at the present time one of scepticism, it must be strongly emphasised that when her initial investigative articles appeared the context was significantly different, with support for the Satanism scenario pervasive in both print and visual media. It is no exaggeration to state that Rosie’s contribution was one of the major contributors to this change in public attitudes.

In 1990, when my research interest in the Satanism scare was initially developing, there was considerable ambivalence in New Zealand about the validity of the claims being made. It should be noted that newspapers in New Zealand syndicate material from international sources, principally UK newspapers. In Wellington there were two daily papers, the Dominion, a morning paper, and the Evening Post. Depending on the syndicated source, there was confusion about the Satanism coverage, which regularly appeared because of the involvement of a New Zealand Presbyterian minister in a prominent episode in the Orkneys. The morning paper tended to reprint articles from sources such as the Observer, which at the time was somewhat ‘soft’ on Satanic claims; while the evening paper would rely on the Independent as its principal source. The latter’s scepticism, which was evidenced in Rosie’s contributions, was patently more evidence-based and, to a sociologist whose research specialisms were religion and deviance, its accounts were considerably more plausible. However, it was only when I embarked on eight months of research leave in London in the latter part of 1991 that I came to appreciate fully the importance of her work in the Independent and the Oldie. The insightfulness of her sceptical conclusions was further confirmed in discussions with Jean La Fontaine, who was currently writing a report for the British government on the Satanic
claims, and in the publication of James Richardson et al’s *The Satanism Scare*, which I reviewed. In retrospect, Rosie was an important influence on the subsequent direction of my own research.

Over a decade later, her impressive pioneering investigation of the Satanism scare, and her continued monitoring of its current derivatives in *Private Eye*, can be more comprehensively appreciated. Investigative journalism of this quality requires a skilled substratum of well assimilated conceptual knowledge. To the literature on moral panics should be added a cluster of psychological constructs including recovered memory and multiple personality. Rosie shows a thorough grasp of this material and this enables her to subject the empirical material to analytical scrutiny. The psychological literature is voluminous and frequently controversial; thus it is a measure of her scholarship that she has developed a proficiency in so much of it.

To conclude on a personal level, when I returned to New Zealand after my leave in mid-1992, I was soon confronted by a local Satanic moral panic which was focussed on a crèche in Christchurch. There were a number of strident claimmakers and at the time scepticism was very much a minority, and frankly lonely position. But with the background awareness I had gathered in the UK, and with Rosie’s articles to provide support, it was possible to maintain a sceptical stance with greater confidence. As in the UK, this scepticism is now widely held. So I have particular reason to value her journalistic achievement and to commend its embodiment in a PhD

Michael Hill, BA (Soc), PhD (Lond)

Emeritus Professor of Sociology, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand

(Formerly Lecturer in Sociology, London School of Economics 1967-75, and Visiting Professor, National University of Singapore, 1996-97 and 2007-2010)
Appendix 2: Citations of published journalism

Citations of my journalism relevant to the PhD by Prior Publication.

A Articles


B Books


Bennett, G (2009), *Sex, Violence and Disease in Contemporary Legend*. Mississippi: University Press of Mississippi, pp 1, 3, 6, 8. [Citing five articles including ‘The Making of a Satanic Myth’.]


Appendix 3: List of published and broadcast journalism submitted as my body of published work

The following is a list of publications of Rosie Waterhouse relevant to the submission for PhD by prior publication. It also includes a list of television, radio and film contribution and lists of relevant talks and presentations and professional memberships.

Note that articles marked with a single asterisk (*), have not been submitted. For articles in Private Eye, which are anonymous, see email from Ian Hislop, the editor, confirming that I am the author.

A Published articles

‘A Satanic Litany of Children’s Suffering: Sexual perversion, animal sacrifice and the drinking of blood are among the bizarre rituals adding a shocking new dimension to abuse of the young. Co-authors Rosie Waterhouse, Sharon Kingman and Jenny Cuffe on the evidence behind this week’s NSPCC report.’ Independent on Sunday, p 5, 1,158 words, 18 March 1990.

‘The Making of a Satanic Myth: Adult’survivors’ tell horrific tales of ritual child abuse but the evidence is missing’, Independent on Sunday, p 8, 2,205 words, 12 August 1990.

‘Victims of Satanic Cult Myth Need Care, say psychiatrists’, Independent on Sunday, p 2, 883 words, 19 August 1990.


‘Children’s Games that Bred Alarm over ‘Satanism’: Rosie Waterhouse examines how cases in Nottinghamshire led to hysteria about ‘ritual abuse’’, Independent on Sunday, p 6, 1,115 words, 23 September 1990.

‘NSPCC Faces Sack over ‘Satanic’ Abuse Role’, Independent on Sunday, p 1, 402 words, 23 September 1990.

‘NSPCC Questions led to Satan Cases’, Independent on Sunday, p 8, 932 words, 30 September 1990.

‘Satanic Inquisitors from the Town Hall’, Independent on Sunday, p 6, 2,276 words, 7 October 1990.

‘Police Chief to ‘Kill Off’ Abuse Stories’, Independent on Sunday, p 1, 349 words, 7 October 1990.

‘Witch-hunt is Launched Over Books and TV’ (co-authored with Sarah Strickland), Independent on Sunday, p 3, 1,169 words, 28 October 1990.


‘Hungry for Souls: The evangelicals are on the march – out of the church, down the corridors of power and onto the air waves. But is their fervour bring with it a dangerous intolerance? A special investigation by Rosie Waterhouse with Sarah Strickland’, Independent on Sunday Review, cover story, pp 3-6, 3,500 words, 13 January 1991.


‘The Secret Bungalow of Child Interrogation. Rosie Waterhouse traces the events in Ayrshire, where 10 children were seized in a similar nightmare to the cases in Orkney’, Independent on Sunday, p 4, 1,333 words, 14 April 1991.

‘New Satanic Abuse Case Collapses’, Independent on Sunday, p 1, 545 words, 26 May 1991.


‘A Modern Witch Hunt: Satanic abuse rears its ugly head again this week. But despite a vociferous campaign on both sides of the Atlantic there is still no evidence that it exists. Rosie Waterhouse investigates’, The Oldie, launch issue, pp 10-13, 3,000 words, 21 February 1992.


‘Doctor ‘Broke Guidelines’ in Sex Abuse Cases: Parents say their children have been wrongly diagnosed by a consultant accused of an over-zealous approach. Families tell of humiliation and emotional scars. Rosie Waterhouse reports’, Independent, p 4, 1,800 words, 26 September 1992.


‘At Breaking Point: George O’Neill had a wife, two daughters and a business. Then people started calling him a child abuser. Three times he was investigated, and three times he was cleared. And by the time they were finished with him, he had no wife, no children, and no business. His wrecked family is one of an increasing number broken by a system designed to protect children, but now abused by the malicious and malevolent’, Independent on Sunday Review, pp 6-9, 3,000 words, 25 October 1992.
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‘Families Haunted by Accusations of Childhood Abuse. A growing number of parents accused by adult children of ill treatment say they are victims of ‘false memory syndrome’’, *Independent*, p 5, 1,290 words, 24 May 1993.


‘There’ll be the Devil to Pay. The future of America’s ‘recovered memory movement’ is at stake in a $35 million lawsuit. Rosie Waterhouse reports on one family’s battle’, *Independent*, Life Page, p 21, 1,505 words, 17 October 1994.


‘New Witch Hunters. Seven years after it was completely discredited, trainee social workers are still being taught to look out for Satanic abuse’, *Mail on Sunday*, p 18, 1,362 words, 1 February 1998.

‘Child Abusers or Victims of Mob Justice? The *Mail on Sunday* examines why, five years after their acquittal on all charges, two nursery workers are still being accused of abusing as many as 60 toddlers. By Fiona Barton and Rosie Waterhouse’, *Mail on Sunday*, pp 28-29, 2,412 words, 16 May 1999.


‘Study casts doubt on ‘shaken baby syndrome’’, Daily Telegraph, p 13, 800 words, 13 March 2003.


‘It was like a witch hunt. In October last year the remote Scottish island of Lewis was torn apart by allegations of ritual child abuse. But two weeks ago the case against the accused suddenly collapsed, just as similar actions in the Orkneys and Nottingham did before them. It was another case of ‘Satanic panic’, but as Rosie Waterhouse finds out, the community remains divided’, Guardian G2, Real Lives, pp 6-7, 2,033 words, 16 July 2004.*

‘Lies and a Rape of Justice. He lost his house, his job, his liberty. But though innocent, he says he will never live down the shame’, Daily Mail, p 21, 2,000 words, 2 March 2005.

‘The accusations couldn’t have been more lurid. They told of devil worship, with blood being drunk as children were raped. But this week, with their lives in utter ruins, it was revealed there was not a scrap of evidence against this couple. So what on earth was going on? Special investigation by Fiona Barton and Rosie Waterhouse’, Daily Mail, pp 38-39, 2,200 words, 15 October 2005.


‘Locked Away on the Word of a Liar. My father was a policeman. I believed in justice. Yet I was jailed as a sex offender. Condemned by her own mother. Ruined by their anonymous accusers’, Daily Mail, pp 8-9, 3,000 words, 13 September 2006.


‘Weird ... or what? Why do people have paranormal experiences? A team of researchers has been trying to find out’, Guardian Education, 1,090 words, October 14 2008.


‘Satanic Panic: Meredith Kercher’s murder trial part 2’, Private Eye 1227, 9 January 2009
‘Satanic Panic: Beatrix Potty’, *Private Eye* 1240, 10 July 2009. *

‘Satanic Panic: It was 20 years ago today’, *Private Eye* 1244, 4 September 2009. *


‘Satanic Panic: Devil in Disguise’, *Private Eye* 1307, 600 words, 10 February 2012.

‘Satanic Panic: Devil Woman’, *Private Eye* 1325, 500 words, 18 October 2012.


‘The Woman who had 48 Personalities’, *New Scientist*, 2,300 words, 28 September 2013, pp 46-49.

**B Television**

**BBC Newsnight**

As reporter (see DVD):


Anna Hunter, victim false memory Satanic panic, 16 minutes, 9 July 1997.

As consultant:

Lewis case – 16 July 2004 (see entry for *Guardian*, 16 July 2004, ‘It was Like a Witch Hunt’).

**BBC1 Real Story**


c. Radio


d. Film

Advisor on authenticity of portrayal of investigative journalism, feature film *Chromophobia*, directed by Martha Fiennes, which debuted at the Cannes Festival in 2005. Screen credit.

e. Book chapter

f. Conference talks

British False Memory Society, 12th annual general meeting, 25 March, 2006. ‘From Satanic Panic to Dissociation – a media perspective.’

Centre for Investigative Journalism, summer school, University of Westminster, July 2006. On a panel – How to avoid being conned – ‘How do you investigate something that doesn’t exist?’

University of Coventry, Coventry Conversations, conference organised jointly with BBC College of Journalism – Investigative Journalism: Dead or Alive? March 2011 – ‘Can you teach Investigative Journalism: methods and sources old and new.’

g. Presentations

Anomalistic Psychology Research Unit, Goldsmiths, University of London. invited speakers series, 29 October 2013 – ‘Satanic Ritual Abuse, False Memories and Multiple Personalities: Anatomy of a 23 year investigation.’ (See email notice from Psychology of the Paranormal Email Network 23 October 2013.)

h. Professional memberships

National Union of Journalists
The Frontline Club
Women in Journalism
Universities and Colleges Union
Associate Member of the Higher Education Academy, 2004.